God Bless Mayfield.
Welcome to your MAY Magazine
On the front cover of this magazine, the second we have produced as a digital
online magazine, is the banner Life in Lockdown Special which says it all about
the last month in our little village in Staffordshire, the last five weeks or so in the
life of the nation and the world as we deal with the on-going Covid-19 pandemic.
Life in Lockdown almost says it all - but not quite all. The headline at the top of
this page ‘God Bless Mayfield’ says a lot more and its sentiment is reflected
throughout the magazine you are about to read. This magazine is full of the small
acts and kindnesses that have brought a village together, the generosity of people
around us and the sense of humour and fun that is still with us as a community as
we band together at these difficult times. That’s not to say it does not recognise
the seriousness of the position we are currently in and the magazine also records
the sad loss of dear ones near to us as well as events that cannot be jointly
celebrated at such times and topics important to every villager; but still surrounded
by words and pictures that remind us how lucky and blessed we are in this little
piece of stunning countryside on the Staffordshire/Derbyshire border.
In fact, it’s a small miracle that we are here at all this month. The magazine is
mostly made up of the events and activities that occurred in the previous month,
the doings of clubs, societies, groups and official and not so official bodies from
the Church and Parish Council through to the Memorial Hall and the Senior Social
club. The problem is that none of the above have met or been allowed to open or
meet under the current restrictions. We editors thought we would have an
exceedingly small magazine indeed, if a magazine at all, for let’s face it you can’t
have a magazine that’s only comprised of Joyce’s Birdwatch and Stephen’s My
Month articles. Plus with the magazine now online would anyone bother to find the
web site and download the magazine let alone read it and how many of our
subscribers could even access the internet?
And there was our first surprise about Mayfield. The figures show that our first
digital magazine April 2020 published on the web site just as the lockdown had
started has been downloaded a massive 256 times with daily downloads still
happening and with individual pages viewed literally hundreds of times more than
the download figure. This is within a hair’s breadth of our normal circulation and
we know the magazine has been forwarded on to other people as well as printed
out and passed on to people who have no internet or computer. In fact, our April
magazine has been our largest ever read magazine, in Mayfield, in the UK and
worldwide! But what about this magazine? Would there be enough contributions to
even print it? Yes indeed to the point where at 67 pages it’s the largest magazine
we have ever produced with over 30 contributors recording the life and events of
lockdown in a small Staffordshire village - God Bless Mayfield. The Editors
*So let’s go forward to the next page to find out the highlights of May 2020*

What to Look out for in this Month’s Magazine
Monkey Madness Comes to Mayfield
There’s been monkey business afoot in Mayfield this month much to the delight of
children and adults alike. Find out all about the antics those monkeys have been
up to and just why one man has got quite so many.
A Birthday Surprise in Lockdown
What could you expect for a birthday in Lockdown when you are on your own?
Find out the surprises that one Mayfield resident received on her 93rd Birthday.
Dinosaurs are Walking amongst Us
If its not enough that we have monkeys in Mayfield find out about reports of a
Dinosaur in the village along with a TV celebrity and plans for future fun this
month in May supporting our front-line NHS workers.
Enjoy the beauty of Mayfield from your own Armchair
Look out for beautiful pictures of Mayfield and its animal residents that will lead
you to a special section of our church website that will allow you to tour our
beautiful village from the comfort of your chair and see the beautiful spring flora
and Fauna that makes our bit of England so nice.
What’s happening to our Village School Site
Find out the latest updates on the future of our school site and have your say as to
what should happen.
Remember VE Day
A special remembrance of VE day from one who was there celebrating.
Enjoy Life in Lockdown – Read The Lockdown Letters
During the last month special lockdown letters have been appearing on the
website chronicling what villagers and families have been doing in Lockdown.
Eight letters have been published so far and all eight have been brought together
in groups throughout the magazine for your enjoyment. Find out about socially
distance shopping in an hilarious letter from Charles, home schooling from Deena,
Managing the Men! from Sandra, coping with technology from Mary and a host of
others… plus an exclusive Quarantine Diary from Catherine…. Let’s get reading!
Plus all your regular features from our vicar's letter, to birdwatching to gardening
to puzzles to colouring pages, to reflections on life itself – and how to make your
own hand sanitiser gel from our own correspondent Mrs Dibley!
Last month we put lots of information on staying safe and what services and help
was available. That is still available in our April magazine to download or read
online. Who knows if we will be in lockdown next month? Whatever happens your
magazine will be there. Stay Safe The Editors

Dear Friends,
Some one I know uses this framework for praying: Please, Thank You, Help, &
Wow! I am sure these elements are discernible in the prayers of Jesus himself and you can’t get better than that! I like them, and adapting them to this letter ...
Thank you: for the contributions to Food Bank; many donors have been generous
and frequent, in cash and in kind. For the latter, tinned meals and toiletries
continue to be needed, and the need continues to grow. The delivery point at
present is the plastic box to right hand side of Mayfield Vicarage front door.
Cheques can be made to Ashbourne Food Bank.
Please: may the positives of this difficult period become part of a ‘new normal’
when the lockdown eases. I’ll need to tell myself, often, to ‘count me in’ for this - to
stop allowing the old norms to gradually reassert themselves due to my own
inertia.
Help: a prayer for those we’re currently separated from*;
Wow! ... for those things in the ‘new normal’ we’re
appreciating. Learning new skills - especially IT skills. More
time to stop and stare at the beauty of Creation (certainly,
I’ve discovered more of our lovely immediate vicinity now
that I'm doing far fewer miles in the car). The biggest ‘Wow!’
factor must be the level of community care, support, and
generous sharing in response to lockdown. When lockdown
is over, let’s keep that as an expression of gratitude for it
being over!
* FOR THOSE WE LOVE BUT CAN’T BE WITH
O Lord, I cannot see them,
but I am still with them.
I cannot hold them,
but I am here for them.
I cannot sit at table with them,
but that time will come.
This day, Lord, be beside them;
this day, Lord, take their hand and lead them;
this day, Lord, take your place at their table,
and be the bridge between us:
for your death and rising spans all that separates.

Perhaps there’s a missing word in that prayer framework. And that word is ‘sorry’.
There are several meanings and applications of that in praying, but sorrow, not
only for those who have suffered and died from Covid-19, but also for those who
have died through working among them, becomes sharper the closer it comes to

home. Today I heard about someone in one of the Weaver villages who
contracted Coronavirus whilst setting up a ward in a residential home for elderly
people discharged from hospital. She died within a week of being admitted to
hospital herself, leaving a shocked and grieving family among us. Many more
among us run the same kind of risks one way or another - nursing, cleaning,
working in care homes, at supermarket check-outs, collecting our rubbish ...
Perhaps the new normal might include a re-evaluation of how we value and
reward these vital roles?
It’s hard to make sense of all this, but in this May edition is part of the story of a
Dutch woman called Corrie Ten Boom, who lived in Amsterdam during the Nazi
occupation during WW2. She and her family hid Jews and Resistance fighters in
their home, and she tells her story in a book called The Hiding Place. In the
extract she tells of what she learnt about praying in hard times.
I trust that you’re keeping safe, sound and sane.
With kind regards,
Martin Soar msoar54@gmail.com 07952 610677
Mayfield Vicarage, Church Lane, Mayfield DE6 2JR

Mayfield – The Beauty of Nature

We have had one of the most beautiful Spring seasons of recent years. Mr Bunny snapped by Martin Balderson is just one
of 17 beautiful photos we have assembled on the Church website to show you the best of the spring flora and fauna of
Mayfield. See them all now at https://mayfieldparishchurch.org/magazine/2020/04/18/mayfield-the-beauty-of-nature/

My Month - The Joy of the Chest Freezer
There is a well-known joke that originated in America in the late 1950’s, that has
now been told worldwide. It initially came from a cartoon and story in the American
New Yorker magazine and it goes like this.
A man and woman get married and after a couple of years buy their dream house
in the suburbs. He commutes to the city to work and his wife stays at home being
a good “domestic goddess” wife (well it is the 1950’s). One evening he comes
home after a hard day at the office and a long commute, goes into the dining room
and finds the table literally groaning under the weight of cooked food - a turkey
with all the trimmings, two other sides of meat, five or more different vegetables,
endless sauces and various desserts waiting on the adjoining hot plate.
He doesn’t understand it and is confused. Is it Thanksgiving or Christmas and he’s
just missed it? No, it’s almost summer. Have new friends being invited round for
dinner and he’s forgotten? No there are just two chairs and place settings.
Then it hits him like a thunderbolt, it must be their anniversary and he’s forgotten!
He starts to panic, what’s he going to do, he has no card or flowers or gifts.
Perhaps he can sneak out and pop to the late-night store. He moves towards the
door just as his wife comes in carrying a huge tureen of steaming soup. She looks
tired, emotional and with a face like thunder.
He stops dead, sees her face and blurts out, “I’m sorry honey, I’m so sorry, I… “
“Not as sorry as I am”, she shouts back, “the chest freezer broke down this
morning! All the food defrosted, so were having to eat it all TONIGHT!”
Now, I never said it was a good joke but it told a story of a major change in
peoples eating habits and that joke would be told many times over in the UK from
the 1970’s onwards, when we too got to enjoy the delights of the freezer.
People had freezers before, but only in that little box at the top of the fridge that
could just about hold one tray of ice cubes, a small pack of peas and if lucky, 6
fish fingers (that fell out across the kitchen floor when you opened the little freezer
door). But that was it. It wasn’t going to change your life like the big chest freezer
in the garage or utility room. That could store food for a feast (see joke above!)
and could cut down your shopping expeditions to a weekly affair: the big shop and still feed a family of four or more. Best of all if food was not eaten in time or
you made extra of something you could bag it, freeze it and use it later.
Frozen food shops soon set up to fill the demand with Iceland in 1970 and Farm
Foods in Scotland a year later and by the mid-seventies all supermarkets had
expanded to create aisles of frozen goods. Like the USA before us we fell in love
with the chest freezer and bought ever bigger units - what was there not to like!

Well quite a lot. Food was bought, especially on special offer and the BOGOF
(that’s Buy One Get One Free – not a rude word) was initially created with the
freezer in mind, the rationale is you would eat one and freeze one for later. The
fact that some people eat twice as much, starting our slide into national obesity,
was an unexpected side effect of such promotions aimed at filling a freezer, but
even those who did freeze things rarely used them, they disappeared into the
freezer never to be seen again!
And that was the problem. With a chest freezer with its massive capacity in one
giant single space you put things in one on top of another and then forgot they are
there. Furthermore, to get them out meant emptying all the things that were on
top, and where do you put them – on the garage floor! And then you have to
repack the freezer and the lid wont seal properly so when you come to reopen it
you find a miniature iceberg growing down the side and then you have to defrost
it, but how can you do that with all the frozen food in there unless you have a giant
feast in one go (back to that joke).
It became a bit of a nightmare and that’s even before the nations living habits
changed. Now we have a lot more people living on their own, or as a couple
without children or children grown up. City living is now in flats or smaller houses
without the room for a chest freezer and now people have a combined fridge
freezer with separate freezer shelves much more limited in size but much more
convenient for storage and usage.
And ironically now most of the big old family chest freezers were now in
households of just two mature people who A. didn’t need the storage space and
B. were not as fit as they were to go delving into a sub-zero space, lifting frozen
weights that would not be out of place in a gym.
And that’s exactly the position Mary and I were in earlier this year when we
decided to change the old chest freezer first bought when we moved here as a
family of four with two growing girls. The freezer has given good service is still
working well, and only has a small iceberg growing down one side, but it’s a
bug**r to get things out of and having a smaller stand up freezer with separate
shelves would both save space in the garage, remove back aches and stop the
fear of that iceberg taking over.
And then just a week before we made the buying decision the world changed; we
learnt new words like Covid19, and Lockdown and suddenly the chest freezer
went from being a pain in the neck to a thing of pleasure and a joy to behold.
As supermarket shelves were being stripped and people were all worrying about
being too close to people in the shopping queue, we were exploring just what was
in the freezer that we could use in lockdown. And I have to say we were
pleasantly surprised, pleasantly surprised indeed.
There was of course the issue of not quite knowing when the item had been first
put in. Dates written on packs had faded or been rubbed off by being moved

around over time or the dates were inconclusive, and on these occasions, we took
a risk. For instance, our Easter Sunday meal. We normally have roast lamb like
most of the nation but in lockdown we found a piece of beef confined to the
freezer after being bought for a special family meal that never happened.
It had the date of “best before end of May” on it but not a year. We knew it wasn’t
May 2020 but was it May 2019 or 2018 or even 2017? It was certainly deep
frozen with a good amount of ice crystals on it that suggested it had lain there for
some time, but would it taste good? There was only one way to find out. No
essential Easter shopping for us. The beef would be used.
And I can report it was ………Delicious! And with roast potatoes (we’ve always
had a big bag of potatoes delivered by the milkman - and another joy of joys he
delivered in February) and two veg (telephone order collected in car park from
Denstone Farm Shop) it made the perfect meal with enough left over for two beef
bourguignonnes in the week and endless beef and horseradish sandwiches. God
bless that freezer. And that was not the only hidden delight we have found. For
that I now turn over to chef extraordinaire Mary to reveal all!
Thank you, Stephen, that’s all a bit over the top but here is a list of other goodies
we found under the frozen peas and half eaten ice creams:
Bread - Lots of half loaves, frozen when we felt we wouldn’t eat the whole loaf or
when we were setting off on holiday (a distant memory!) and rather than thrown
away or give to the birds – now a regular supply on tap to take out when needed.
Salmon - A full, good sized pack of smoked salmon not eaten at Christmas and
about to be consumed as a treat any day now! I also have a favourite easy Mary
Berry recipe for a smoked salmon terrine which, together with the remainder of a
pack of four salmon fillets (we only consume 2!) and some cream cheese and
butter (next Tesco order) will make a delicious weekend treat! And thank
goodness there are few slices of brown bread in the freezer too!
Soup – Leftover vegetables, gravy and stock are regularly whizzed up to make
soup – just ask my son in law about my ‘Christmas soup’! But we’ve discovered a
number of containers of unidentifiable flavoured soup in the depths of the freezer!
A quiz in the making for whoever tastes it! But as my Mother always said,
whatever the contents, it will be ‘nutritious – if not delicious!’
And finally, an almost full bottle of limoncello liqueur – how could I have
forgotten that – currently being consumed while watching Belgravia and repeats of
Vera on TV.
Oh and Stephen can’t remember, but a chest freezer full of defrosting food
transported in bags to our holiday house from my parents’ house in Kent, provided
a feast every day for a week whilst on holiday with my parents in Devon the week
following the ‘hurricane’ in October 1987! Until next time Mary and Stephen Dunn

Mayfield Monkey Business.

It started with the request by Mayfield Covid 19 group for everyone to put a Teddy in
the window so the children could spot them on their daily exercise walk.
We didn’t have a Teddy but had always had a large white monkey in the bedroom
window who would wear different hats and glasses for different seasons... children used
to look up, laugh and comment.
We also had a large collection of monkeys which have built up over 40 years -all started
by mum and sister who bought me’ Clyde’(the orangutan in Clint Eastwood film’’ Every
which way but Loose’’) from Woolworths when I was away at University – apparently his
long arms reminded them of me!
Del Boy, Rodney & Trotter followed when my own children were growing up...but the
vast majority of the collection I have to say is down to my wife Lynn and my
granddaughter Jess who bought them for me as birthday and Christmas presents (or in
fact any’ lost cause’ in a charity bin looking for a home!)
So rather than Teddies we decided to put all the monkeys out in the windows and in the
porch. Families & children going by seemed to enjoy them so it seemed a natural
extension to get them outside doing various activities – as long as the weather allowed it
and that we didn’t run out of ideas for the displays. Hopefully it would brighten up
peoples’ day & put a smile on faces.
We started with the Picnic followed by the Tug of War, Gym and Camping. We posted
photos on Facebook including theCovid19 Community Group Mayfield East Staffs. We
have had a fabulous reaction from children & families chatting to them as they look to
see what the monkeys are up to (if we happen to be in the garden) & also on Facebook.

We kept thinking of what other activities the monkeys can be involved in and have
continued with Childrens Games; Mayfield Sports Day , Gardening and a Day at the
Beach. Monkeys have ‘Gone Ape’, they have helped with the Baking and Window
Cleaning ,been back to School and we have even had a Proposal! (watch this space...)

We have also had a few small gifts and cards expressing thanks ‘left with the monkeys’
for us to find when we bring them in for the night -we have been very touched by this.
We are so pleased that our displays are making people smile everyday in these difficult
times where we all need to look out for each other & do what we can to keep spirits up.

We will try and keep it going as long as the ideas keep flowing!!

Phil & Lynn Cook

SPRING BIRDWATCH AND NATURE NOTES
There’s been a lot of activity going on in our gardens and in the countryside these
last few weeks. While March didn’t quite go out like a lamb, it didn’t stop Spring
arriving and with it lots of sunshine and lots of birds we haven’t seen since last
year. Swallows arrived firstly at Harlow Farm and Church Lane. They’ve since
been seen in Church Mayfield and at Dydon. House Martins were the next to
arrive and have been seen around the village, sadly not at our house yet, we
caught sight of one flying over our house but haven’t see it again, they are usually
here now and inspecting their nests from last year. Last year the Sparrows gave
them a really hard time and took over some of the nests.
The Sparrow was Number One in the Garden Birdwatch this year and we have
lots in our garden. The Blackbirds, who last month were digging around the
garden for wet soil, have now built their nests and one couple have bought their
fledgling chicks into the garden. It’s hard to tell if they are male or female, but
they are really cute. They sit near the bird feeder and then come and have a drink
and then have a bath in the bird bath. We hope they stay safe and that the cats
and Sparrowhawk don’t find them. A baby Blue tit was fed by its parents while
sitting on top of the hedge. Other Blue tits have inspected the new bird box and
we think they have moved in. A pair of Chaffinches have appeared and have also
been seen all around the village, that’s good to know as Chaffinches have been in
decline.

One bird which was almost extinct has been seen a lot in Mayfield recently, that’s
the Red Kite. We saw a pair being ‘bombed’ by a Crow and it was spotted by
other people too all around the village. It’s easy to mistake them for other birds of
prey but Red Kites are the only ones with a forked tail.
Two Mistle Thrushes, hopefully a breeding pair, were seen near Mayfield Place
and across the field behind Moorlands Drive. Greenfinches, Long Tailed Tits, and

bossy Starlings, Great Tits, Robins, Chiffchaffs, Goldfinches have been seen in
local gardens, another bird we don’t very often see is the Raven, It has been in
different parts of the village. There are lots myths about Ravens, some say they
bring bad luck and some just the opposite, however they are very clever birds.
A large number of Fieldfares have been seen in a tree in the fields behind
Moorland Drive, presumably soon to be on their way back to Scandinavia,
although sometimes some will stay here. Also spotted flying overhead were
Herons, Mallard Ducks and Canada and Greylag Geese. Two people have seen
Reed Buntings, In Middle Mayfield and Wallash. The Barn Owl is still around in
Upper Mayfield
Valentine, the Cuckoo I sponsor was last tagged on 12th April still on the Ivory
Coast, presumably by now he is well on his way back here. A cuckoo has been
heard in Suffolk, again please let me know if you hear or see one. Hedgehogs
have woken up from their winter sleep and been seen in The Park, Moorlands
Drive, Churnet Close, and Sunny Bank. Hopefully now there isn’t so much traffic
on the roads maybe not so many will be run over. Please let me know if you see a
hedgehog in your garden.
It’s been really good to see so many Bees in the gardens this year, I’m not sure
why, but we have a lot, Bumble Bees, Solitary Bees and Masonry Bees, also the
warm weather has bought out the Butterflies It’s really wonderful to be sitting in
the garden on warm sunny evenings listening to the bees buzzing. Remember to
plant plants to attract the Bees. Lavender is a favourite, as are Foxgloves,
Cosmos and Borage, an easily grown herb also used when making Pimms!
Keep safe during these difficult times and enjoy our wildlife and try growing
something new in your garden for the Bees and Butterflies.
Joyce Beeson

With Spring, Swallows return to the rooftops of the village.

The Future of the Henry Prince School Site
Henry Prince School has now been closed for nearly nine months. So what is
happening about its future use? We know that many residents would like to know
and the owners, the Diocese of Lichfield and Staffordshire County Council, should
let the community know.
To try and find out what was being planned by the current owners of the school
site John Parker, a long standing member of Mayfield Parish Council, established
the ‘Friends of the Henry Prince School’ group comprising local people who were
involved in the campaign to keep Henry Prince school open, to find out what was
going on. The Friends of the Henry Prince School (FHOP) group has three local
parish councillors but is independent of Mayfield Parish Council which has
decided to wait until the owners of the site let it know what plans they have for its
future use.
Over the last few months FHOP has been pressing the principal owner of most of
the school site, the Diocese of Lichfield, what its plans are for its future use. In
addition the group has been exploring the possibility of encouraging potential uses
for the site which it feels could benefit the Mayfield community rather than see the
site sold for more housing.
We have now been told by the Diocese of Lichfield that they have marketed their
part of the site for potential development. We have not been told what interest has
been shown in purchasing the site and given the current COVID 19 crisis it is
unlikely that this will be progressed further in the near future.
We have also contacted Staffordshire County Council, who own another part of
the site and have been told they have no plans at the moment and appear to be
waiting to see what the Diocese of Lichfield is going to do.
So the two owners of the site do not appear to be working in unison to promote a
future development of the site that will improve Mayfield specifically by promoting
the community/leisure/training uses that our village needs. This is a missed
opportunity which the FHOP is trying to influence by talking to both the Diocese of
Lichfield and Staffordshire County Council as well as working with the current
trustees of the school.
When Henry Prince School closed the village lost a major community use which
local people need. We know that, you know that, and this is reinforced in East
Staffordshire Borough Council Local Plan which has limited new housing growth
over the next decade based on Mayfield having community services to support
new housing.
Clearly without having a school there must be real doubt whether any new
housing should be encouraged without the core community uses to support it.

The FOHP has now had a presentation from the owner of a dance school in
Ashbourne to use the school site to relocate into Mayfield. We have been told that
this commercial use of the site could also include educational training for
teachers, students and the local community in dance and theatre initiatives as well
as extending further to include teaching the community to use computers, a
borrow and swap a book library, sewing clubs etc.
While this proposal is one of many community uses that might be beneficial to
Mayfield it is the only positive proposal on the table at the moment as well as
offering real potential benefit for enhancing Mayfield. It certainly merits further
serious consideration.
The Chairman of FOHP John Parker has now written to Councillor Philip Atkins,
our local County Councillor, asking that the County Council does nothing to
facilitate the future development of the Henry Prince School site without the
opportunity to consider this dance proposal further to establish what benefit it can
have for Mayfield or indeed what other community uses that the County Council
might support.
This letter was supported by Charles Wimbush, the current Chairman of the
trustees of the school and our local Vicar, Martin Soar, which demonstrates the
support that we are getting to ensure that Mayfield is provided with what it needs
through the future use of the site rather than simply is what most commercially
beneficial.
The community of Mayfield has a right to know from the Diocese and the County
Council their future plans for the development of the Henry Prince school site
following the closing of our community school. How they are going to replace lost
community use in a village which needs new sustainable development to promote
future regeneration needs to be known and made transparent to the whole
community.
Let the FOHP know what you believe the Henry Prince School site should be used
for to benefit our Mayfield community.
You can write to John Parker as Chair of the FOHP on
johnparker781@btinternet.com

Dinosaurs Appear in Mayfield - (As well as Mr Bean & Knights!)

It all started just before Easter on Good Friday when this reporter, in search of a good
story under lockdown (well there was nothing else to do!) interviewed a three year old
girl who reported seeing a real dinosaur in Mayfield……….well she was walking by
with her mum and I was in the front garden as they passed and we chatted (keeping to
the regulation two metre separation) but the little girl did tell me she saw a dinosaur.
The old sceptic in me came to the fore, but before I could interrogate this highly
suspicious witness, mum did indeed confirm that they had actually seen such a
monster casually strolling along The Avenue that very afternoon apparently handing
out chocolate Easter eggs!
Well I had heard of the Easter Bunny - but the Easter Dinosaur! “It could well have
been a man in an inflatable dinosaur costume,” mum contributed “in fact I am pretty
sure that’s what it was …” “No, it wasn’t Mummy - it was a real dinosaur and he gave
me this chocolate egg!” That was all the evidence I needed. I was off on the case and
got my trench coat, notepad and hat with the word “Press” written on a piece of paper
stuck in the hat band and raced down (well walked at a speedy pace) to The Avenue.
I returned after the regulation “one hour of exercise” period with a notepad bulging ….
with nothing: no dinosaur in sight and no credible witnesses apart from the sight of
young people in gardens munching something and holding silver foil paper in their little
hands. Time to hit the phones and find out exactly what was up!

And indeed (back to normal character and voice) as an Easter treat during lockdown a
certain villager dressed up first as an inflatable dinosaur (with Alan Carr’s face
attached to preserve anonymity) and then as Mr Bean in a Bear Costume and has
been spreading cheer around the village by handing out Easter eggs in a act of
generosity and community spirit to bring “a little fun and joy to Mayfield in Lockdown”
It certainly worked for as news that the Easter Dinosaur was on its way, the streets
filled with youngsters waiting at garden gates to catch a glimpse and maybe be treated
with some chocolate. They were not disappointed, and cheers went up for a new hero
in the village. Little did they realise he would appear again!

This time it was on St George’s Day when accompanied by Knights and raising a
banner for the NHS, he appeared during the 8pm clap for frontline heroes handing out
lollipops. In this case it was more Dragon than Dinosaur!
S.D.
+++STOP PRESS++++ STOP PRESS++++STOP PRESS++++ STOP PRESS+++
As we go to press we have learnt that the mystery people behind dinosaur are making
a special village appearance on Sunday 10th May at 4pm where they will be touring
the main part of the village raising funds for the NHS and handing out sweeties to the
children. Who will they be this time? - Its secret but apparently think DISCO,
Late 70’s early 80’s and the clue is MAYFIELD. You will hear them before you see
them so get out your loose change and empty your piggy banks and have the children
on standby. Let’s support the NHS and have fun.
SUNDAY 10TH MAY 4PM ONWARDS
+++STOP PRESS++++ STOP PRESS++++STOP PRESS++++ STOP PRESS+++

The Lockdown Letters 1. Exercise or “Borisize!”
So here I am writing a missive on what life is like in lockdown, and to be more
precise writing it on a Sunday morning when the clocks went forward so we lost
an hours sleep and will gain it in lovely spring evenings perfect for that little walk
and a chat to neighbours or invite someone around for a drink in the garden just
coming awash in spring flowers …. Except that’s all in my head for as I write this,
we are a full week into a near total lockdown that will eliminate all of the above.
Well the garden will still be there and in better condition than it has for years as
Mary has spent time and energy clearing and weeding and cutting and planning
and planting, with new areas designated for our favourite vegetables and old
ornamental plants that have had their day (“I never liked this one” – Mary) being
dug up to make way for new more practical planting.
For me who can’t tell weeds from wisteria, this is all academic. I mow the lawns,
dig up the old ornamental plants no longer in favour but that’s it’s. However I do
like the garden to sit in, to listen to the birds I recognise from Joyce’s Birdwatch
articles, as well as the gentle sound of the water from our fountains, and quietly
read a book under the rays of the Spring sunshine.
And almost the only positive from the start of the lockdown has been sunshine
which has been wall to wall for days allowing us out in the garden – until today
Sunday 29th March when it is both cloudy and cold with a bitter east wind….
hence I am indoors on the computer writing this rather than out there enjoying
nature.
It makes me realise just how lucky people are to have a garden and how much
more difficult it must all be to be locked down in a flat, no matter how big, without
any outdoor space at all. We are of course allowed out for our one daily session of
exercise, Boris’s Benefit of Exercise Time or “Borisize” as I have come to call it,
when I am allowed to leave the house and walk out through and around our
village, which being in glorious countryside is again a real blessing.
However, it’s been so wet this year that the ground has been soaked so field
walking has been in Wellingtons only, and with my back condition that’s not me.
So right up to lockdown I was walking the village roads, still nice but looking at the
countryside rather than in it. But as the landscape started to dry and the sun
shone I have managed to walk footpaths and bridle ways trying to achieve that
meaningless target of 10,000 steps a day to keep myself fit, but in truth to
commune with nature and let the current stress and anxiety gradually slip away.
And it’s been interesting on those walks as the week or so of lockdown has
progressed. Each day I have seen less and less people as I walk the village and
the people walking have increasingly observed the two metre or more rule
automatically changing sides of road or path to walk on to avoid each other. There

is still the hearty greeting of “Morning what a nice day”, but that is all - we all keep
walking. Well that’s almost the case except for one young male teenager I met
reluctantly walking a field, looking at his phone whilst the family dog runs around
him enjoying the freedom and clearly wanting his attention which it stands no
chance of getting compared to his social media. I feel he may well be texting
friends with “What you doing? - I’m walking the bl***y dog. Well at least I’m out of
the house and from me mum telling me to wash my hands every five minutes….
and to think I hated school!”
Still each to his own; his phone and social media is keeping him in touch when
he’s nothing else to do.
The other joy of the walks is a lack of cars on the village roads and the noise they
make permeating the entire landscape. That’s not quite true; there have been two
occasions the quiet has been disturbed. The first was on the previous Sunday
afternoon before lockdown really started. We were in the garden and the noise of
loud motorbikes in the distance seemed to be a constant background noise to the
point where I thought they must have a motorcycle event at the local track on
Darley Moor, but I knew of course that was unlikely to be the case.
The mystery was solved when I saw the evening news item about Matlock Bath
and all those motorbikes invading it as if it was a Bank Holiday Sunday afternoon.
It was all those bikes returning home that we heard on the A515 that afternoon.
The irony is, as we know from previous experience, most of those bikers are not
young kids but middle aged, middle class couples (the only ones who can afford
the luxury of a big bike) who should know better.
The other instance was on the Thursday after lockdown and essential travel only,
when my daily “Borisize” was used to take the April Parish magazine, digitally
encoded on a small USB stick, up to Jill Studholme to load up on the Church
website. Jill lives up on The Cliffs above the village with amazing views across to
Mapleton and Ashbourne and the only way to get there involves walking up the
A52 Leek Road. I set off and at the start of the walk up Gallowstree Lane I was
on my own with no walkers and only one post office van about his important
duties. Upper Mayfield had a couple of people in front gardens enjoying the sun
“Hello, lovely day for it ...“It certainly is” (keep walking) and then I joined the A52.
Within seconds there was a car coming down the hill toward me followed by
another and a few seconds after that yet another. In a five minute walk up to Jill’s
turning I counted just four vehicle going up the hill a milk tanker, two lorries and a
small van, but coming down going into Ashbourne, three lorries, four vans, a
tractor (wave to driver who waves back) and over 15 cars! On that road,
lockdown didn’t appear to be in place but in reality it showed the real problem of
living in such a rural area. All those cars were making the essential shopping trip
down into Ashbourne from smaller hamlets and isolated locations with no village
shop or services. Their only alternative would be to drive even further north to
Leek. A few drivers smiled at the idiot walking up a main road but most grimly held

onto the steering wheel determined to get through the imagined ordeal that
awaited them when they finally got to the supermarket.
However, that has been the only two times in a whole week when engine noise
has disturbed the landscape. Most days my single walk has actually been a
surprisingly joyful occasion, enjoying the blossoming spring flowers and the sheep
(and occasion lamb) in the fields and indulging in long distance conversations
(well over two metres apart) with people I know as we both get our exercise in.
In fact the most people I met (5 couples and a horse rider) was on the longest
walk, down to Toad Hole Bridge in the river valley on the way to Clifton and
Snelston. I have done the walk two times in the period since lockdown and the
first in beautiful spring sunshine was where I met most people, all with the same
thing in mind. The fields are big enough that passing is easy but the bridge itself is
narrow and well below the two metre rule.
In that case people waited until the people ahead of them stopped, had a rest and
a look and moved on. When I got to the bridge, the farthest I was going to walk
and so about to turn around, a couple were walking up across the field. I had my
river view, played Pooh sticks which I always did with the girls, when they were
small (now 33 and 31) and indicated I would move off to let them come on. They
stood back, I opened the gate with my elbow, walked to one side and they caught
the gate with a well-placed knee seamlessly completing the operation. I walked
back along the riverbank whilst they also played pooh sticks and waved me a
thank you. In the depths of a national emergency it was a small life affirming event
that showed that people are fundamentally good.
And such little gestures of kindness and goodwill were everywhere on my
“Borisize” walks. Just yesterday, on a clear warm day, as I walked along Piccadilly
Lane I saw two church members Jean and Diana all wrapped up for the elements
sitting outside Jean’s house at either end of a long bench just chatting and
catching up. Both waved, we exchanged a few words and I moved on knowing
that the world still works and can be a good place whatever conditions we face.
May your lockdown be as stress free as possible and if the weather is good
enough, do aim for your daily “Borisize”. You will be amazed how happy you will
feel when you complete it. Stay safe in difficult times. Stephen Dunn

The Lockdown Letters 2 – The Joys of Shopping
Dear fellow shoppers
The only time I go food shopping with Margaret voluntarily, is when there is a
hidden selfish agenda for me, such as Aldi’s nougat at Christmas or their ‘Power
zone’ specials down the centre back aisle – I once bought Margaret a sack truck! I

have even been known to go to TESCO to buy underpants and socks – but not
food.
Because, like all men in my family, I am regarded as dispensable, I’ve been given
the job of shopping - and it ain’t easy.
These are the top tips for people who have never been shopping before in these
difficult times: look at the best buy date – I am always getting told off;
learn how to use the self- checkout (more about that later);
don’t get close to anyone;
wipe down your trolley - for heaven’s sake!
don’t buy too much of anything, especially loo rolls, or you’ll get beaten up;
don’t just buy anything that takes your fancy, ‘stick to the list I’ve given you’.
So off I went, complete with my badly recorded but nevertheless graphic
description of the exact whereabouts of everything on my list – right down to the
location and peculiarities of the complete range of olive oil. It was to be
Sainsbury’s ‘early shopping’.
First of all, I noticed that even young adults were purporting to be over 70. The
queue was massive, that is until I realised everyone was standing two meters
apart. When I eventually got in and started, I sailed down the aisles and collected
all that I needed - always on the lookout in case anyone came up behind me – this
was a cinch. People were polite, clearly embarrassed by having to avoid everyone
else.
At checkout I had the brilliant idea of using the quick checkout system, thus
avoiding plague-breathing shoppers. All went well with this unfamiliar process,
because I was surreptitiously watching the others (I discovered, for instance, that
only some of the avocados have bar codes stuck on them – this information was
gleaned by a kind soul miming the fact that I had to find one with a bar code, scan
it and type in the number I’d bought (this is harder than GCSE’s).
One clever Dick was simultaneously checking out and speaking to his wife on his
mobile and getting instructions for his visit to the butcher. ‘Very clever’, I thought
and gave him a rueful smile as if to say, ‘aren’t women bossy?’ He looked daggers
at me, so I gave a cool shrug, meaning ‘well if you don’t mind being pushed
around, I do!’, pause for effect and then the red light at my station started flashing!
My embarrassment was excruciating. Had I bought something that would make
me look bad? Everyone stared at me as though I were a thief.
A member of staff came over, looking officious and I jumped back out of her way,
feeling very sheepish as she firmly removed the collars from bottles of gin and
whiskey I’d bought – I’m sure I could hear muttering: ‘drunkard, can’t even work
the checkout’.

I shall now look at Margaret with added respect.
Did I get it all done properly? Well …… not really, I completely missed olive oil
and to add insult to injury, forgot to use my loyalty card – a hanging offence!
Keep your distance!

Love from, Charles Wimbush

The Lockdown Letters - 3 - Three Jobs in One Household
Dear Fellow Lockdownees,
How are you all? Not seen you for a while.
Before I get started, I would like to point out that I love my family. Whatever else
you may read after this, please hold onto that fact.
I also love (some) time alone. Yes, I know that the two loves aren’t always
compatible. However my life, pre-lockdown and post early retirement, have
successfully embraced these two loves.
My two sons, despite their Yorkshire heritage, have jobs in in the ………South. It’s
not their fault , it’s where the jobs are. On top of this, Monday to Friday, my
husband Chris works in Wales. I’m sure you can see how well this is working for
me. (Remember, I love my family). I head to Wales every other weekend, and the
weekend in-between Chris comes back to Mayfield. While we’re apart I visit my
mum in Sheffield, staying overnight. The rest of the time I have the house to
myself. Bliss!
So now I have my younger son Ben (24years) and Chris (50 plus) at home. Two
rooms have been taken over as offices, comfy office chairs have been purchased
and they are set for the duration.
So what does having two members of my family working from home mean for me?
It appears I now have several roles. Here are just a few:
Laundry Manager
This should be quite easy. However, the arrival of my son and husband coincided
with the washing machine’s refusal to function as a washing machine. One month
out of warranty. So I wasn’t stockpiling loo rolls, I was stockpiling dirty washing.
You’ll be relieved to know that a replacement was obtained. Unfortunately the new
one seems to run on socks – they go in, but they don’t all come out. The problem
is not helped by the fact that my son and husbands socks look pretty identical to
me. I never had this problem when it was just my socks. “Where are my socks?” is
a popular start to many a conversation at the moment. I have solved the problem,
for me at least, by taking whatever socks the washing machine is willing to
release (I’m grateful for any) and creating a little sock mountain from which
husband and son can help themselves….or not.

Head Chef
Unfortunately I’ve got use to cooking for one, so my portions can vary in size quite
substantially from meal to meal when feeding three of us. Not so bad if I’ve made
too much, I can usually freeze the excess. If I haven’t made enough, well that’s a
different problem. I can’t expect the two workers in this household to go hungry
can I, so I do my bit by……I really hope you’re not thinking I give them mine and
go hungry myself…..so I pad the meal out with what might be thought of as an
unexpected accompaniment. I truly believe that coleslaw and semolina go with
more things than you might at first imagine. Also, it reduces food waste.
Hair Stylist Cutter of Hair
I must admit, and I’m not proud of this, once we went into lockdown I wasn’t
thinking of loo rolls and food. No, my first thought was what about my hair? I can
only think it was the shock.
Ben decided he might as well have his fairly short hair even shorter for the
duration of lockdown. I was reluctant to shave it all off so I consulted the AllKnowing YouTube ( Something I’ve consulted in the past to help with knitting,
changing the battery in my car key fob and dismantling my oven). YouTube did
not let me down. Honestly you wouldn’t be able to tell the difference between my
efforts and that of a professional stylist. Of course you only have my word for that
and Ben is writing his own lockdown letter, so maybe it’s not quite the same. Also
when I need my own hair cutting I’ll be asking his father and not Ben. I can’t risk
the opportunity for revenge.
Another outcome of having Chris and Ben back home is that whatever routine I try
to establish for myself gets completely messed up. Yesterday’s early (well not too
early) morning exercise routine, courtesy of my Joe Wickes DVD, was delayed so
that I wouldn’t be shouting at the telly during one of Chris’s many conference calls.
(Joe has high expectations of what my body can do.) Then Ben wanted a chat
(office equivalent of socialising by the photocopier I think). Following that I had to
think about lunch. I know lunch should be a simple affair, but I am competing with
London lunches (Ben works in London). Here, lunch seems to require a minimum
of twenty-five ingredients. So by the time I’d chopped, blended, grated, scattered
and squished my twenty-five ingredients I needed a lie down. My morning
exercise became a late afternoon event. Still, exercise is exercise.
However, I’ve come to realise that my most important role during this weird time,
is to be the butt of all jokes. And that is fine. I’m pretty good at not taking myself
too seriously (just as well considering I have two sons). Laughter will help us get
through this strange and bewildering episode – laughter and kind hearts.
Stay safe.
Best wishes

Sandra Terry

Look out later on in the magazine for our next batch of letters sharing the joys of
home schooling, coping with technology and keeping a diary! The Editors

Celebrating My Birthday in Lockdown
Thank you to all my Friends

I wanted to write a letter in the magazine to thank all my friends in Mayfield for all
their kindness during this awful lockdown and all the help they have given me. Little
did I realise as I started to write this letter that the lockdown would still be in place
on my 93rd birthday on Monday 27th April.
With social distancing and living on my own I thought my Birthday would be a quiet
affair, but far from it. I think I have had more cards this year than previous years, 38
in total that are now filling up my mantlepiece and spilling over onto every flat
surface in my living room. Along with cards have come presents including much
welcomed books to read as well as chocolates, a Psalm notebook as well as gifts
including a lovely photobook of all that’s been happening in Mayfield this spring.
On the day itself I got lots of phone calls including many renditions of happy birthday
as well as one version sung to me through my front window by our Vicar Martin
accompanied by dancing in my front garden – my own dancing vicar!
There were real surprises from my lovely carers when I received a beautiful bunch
of flowers on the day and then best of all my carer Sam, who also does some
shopping for me said she was leaving early to go to M&S to get me a Birthday
Lunch. Normally I lunch on my own, but that day Sam reappeared with a

beautiful lunch including a miniature cake in a teacup complete with candle and a
bottle of bubbly – all her birthday gift to me. I felt so happy (and very spoilt.)
As we lunched together, I realised just how lucky I am to be in Mayfield and the
friends I have and to have such a carer as Sam. She is kind and thoughtful and
nothing is to much trouble for her. She goes above and beyond every day and I am
so grateful.
A big thank you to all my friends in our community and a special thank you to Sam,
who like all our carers, are giving so much to all of us in these difficult times.
God bless you all.

Kath White.

Easter Decorations and Easter Gardens
Many houses in the village put decorations in the window to celebrate Easter and
some put decorations outside including traditional Easter gardens representing
the garden of Gethsemane oh Easter morning. We received the following from
Linda Greenwood.

I would have been decorating a Church window for Easter but instead my
daughter Clare and myself have been decorating in a different way: its wonderful
what you can do with an old piece of wood, a staple gun and Oasis fix! These are
on our front gate and entrance and I hope they have given pleasure to passers-by.

Easter gardens also appeared around the village. Joyce Beeson has featured one
in her lockdown letters and here we include two more pictures of the many
miniature gardens on display at the front of houses and gardens.

VE DAY

8th MAY 2020

VE Day or Victory in Europe Day will take place on 8th May to remember that it is 75
years since the end of the Second World War in Europe. There were to be lots
celebrations across the Country to mark this special day with street parties etc but
because of the Coronavirus these have all been cancelled. This doesn’t stop us
from remembering how much we owe all those who fought for our freedom and for
those loved ones who didn’t come home. We can hang up Union Jack bunting,
display Union Jack flags and 3.00pm, when the end of the War was announced to
the Country, there is to be the Nations National Toast, we can then all raise a glass
to remember.
Joyce Beeson
Below we feature a memory of VE day from Francis, Mary Dunn’s father.

A VE Day Memory
I was 17 living with long time family friends near the Crystal Palace in South London
and in my 3rd term at Battersea Polytechnic studying Civil Engineering, and
approaching exams that would decide my future rather more than usual as failure
meant call up in the autumn.
The morning started fairly normally with everybody going to work without any
personal fear as the risk of raids on London had practically ceased since the winter
as finally the launch sites for V2’s had been freed. News was nothing like as up to
date as it is today but there was a hopeful feeling that the end in Germany was
near. When the actual announcement was made on the wireless (not radio in those
days) there was a great sigh of relief tempered a little by the knowledge that Japan
still had to be beaten.
But of course there had to be a celebration and, with no TV, you had to go if you
wished to see it, so I cycled up to London with the family friend Herbert, who I was
staying with, and as he worked in the Guildhall we parked our bikes there and
walked towards Piccadilly Circus. The first noticeable thing was that somehow,
street lights were on and lights were shining out of windows: the end of over 5 years
of blackout certainly raised the spirits.
As we got to Trafalgar Square the streets were increasingly crowded with a lot of
singing and dancing, but undoubtedly the centre of the party was in Piccadilly Circus
which was completely packed and all busses had stopped trying to use it and I
remember that a car that attempted to drive round was picked up by the crowd and
put on its side to stop it being a spoil sport!
There was a huge party spirit with small shows being sung or performed from any
balcony or vantage point. It was a great party with plenty of drinking on fortunately a
pleasant dry evening. As our progress had been slow, we did not get to Buckingham
Palace before deciding to retrace our steps and cycle back home, still with blackout
curtains not drawn and lights streaming out, a lovely relaxation in a war-torn city.

Colour Me In!
Print off this page and colour in for VE Day 8th May

A Mayfield Walk – Spring

Come and join us in a walk around our village, that you can do from the comfort of your home. These horses welcoming
you to Middle Mayfield is just one of 17 beautiful photos that form the perfect Mayfield spring walk. You can find the walk on
the Church website or follow the link https://mayfieldparishchurch.org/magazine/2020/04/17/a-mayfield-walk-spring/

UP AND DOWN THE GARDEN PATH
I’ve combined my daily exercise and gardening into one and enjoyed being
outside in the fresh air. All the seeds I’ve sown in the greenhouse are looking
healthy and growing fast. There was no more room in it so I’m using the spare
bedroom window sill, Well, we won’t have any guests at the moment so I might as
well make use of it. It’s ideal as it faces East and gets the morning sun.
My new tomatoes are now potted on into 3” pots, they’ll get repotted again into
their permanent pots when its frost free and they can go outside. The other
variety I’ve grown are Alicante, a good old favourite variety, they will live in the
Greenhouse. At a push I can fit 5 plants in it. I keep hinting that I’d like a bigger
one, but it’s still falling on deaf ears!
Also repotted are the orange Geraniums I’ve grown from seeds. The White
Antirrhinums and Blue Lobelia, are not ready to be potted up yet but doing well,
these along with the geraniums will make hanging baskets. Annuals sown for the
garden are Zinnias and Cosmos, one packet of seed produces lots and lots of
plants and it is much cheaper than buying bedding plants. The cold frame has a
few cabbage plants, lettuce, and spinach all doing well.
My next job is to plant the Runner Beans and Courgettes, I start them off inside in
3” pots and then when there is no risk of frost they can go outside. My new patio
apple trees are growing well and the Gala apple has blossom on it. The shallots I
planted are growing well, as is the garlic, both of these really easy to grow, you
just stick them in the ground. I’ve planted Parsley and Garlic Chives outside, next
will be Beetroot and Radish.
I’ve only got a very small vegetable plot but it is amazing how much you can fit
into it, also I grow salads in large pots, also Broad Beans, there’s a dwarf variety
called ‘The Sutton’ which does really well in a pot. Carrots can be grown in a pot
too, there’s no end of produce which will grow happily in a large pot.
Why not have a go and see how well you do growing flowers, soft fruit and
vegetables in your garden or in pots.
Then sit back on 10th May, it’s Garden Day UK, enjoy looking at all your hard
work. Gardening is one the best forms of exercise both for our bodies and our
minds, being outside in the sunshine helps our bodies produce Vitamin D, it helps
burn up calories and can help with stress, what could be better?
Happy Gardening !

Joyce Beeson/

The Lockdown Letters - 4 Home Schooling ……or
That time when half the nation became part-time teachers...
Featuring Deena, (daughter in law of Margaret and Martin B) full time worker (now
from home), full time mum and new full time teacher and Charlotte aged 5 full
time, full on, pupil.
Life as we knew it changed at home-time, on Friday 20 March 2020. As we stood
in the playground saying our goodbyes, wiping our tears and thanking the
teachers for everything that they had done for our precious five-year olds… little
did we know about what lay ahead!
The first day of home-schooling arrived with feelings of trepidation, where to start,
what exactly do you teach and the biggest question of all, how do we work at the
same time? However, all starts well, Joe Wicks has come to the rescue of the
nation with his 30 minute PE lesson which has replaced the school bell in terms of
being the cue for the start of the home-school day. We all join in, it’s a success
and starts the day off on a high, after which it flew by. We play hopscotch, read
books and plant seeds and have fun, fuelled by glorious weather. We allow
ourselves a pat on the back in the form of a much needed beer (on an Monday!),
so far so good, how hard can it be?
I awake on day two and the first thing I notice is that I can barely move, turns out
Joe’s ‘PE’ lesson was a hardcore workout and walking down the stairs is a
challenge, never mind thinking about what to do for the day ahead, and dare I
mention work.
I decide that we should bake, it will kill an hour or two and hopefully result in a
tangibly delicious treat at the end of it, or so I hope. After committing to the ‘maths
lesson’ (weighing the ingredients, addition and subtraction, you can see where I
was going with it), I quickly realise it involves flour, and if you have tried to
purchase some recently, you’ll know that it is the new loo roll! A rare commodity
indeed. Anyway, after scrabbling around at the back of the cupboard, I breathe a
sigh of relief, we’re in luck…phew! I find half a bag, I daren’t look at the best
before date, and momentarily consider selling it on eBay, however we plough on.
We are rewarded with a cake that wouldn’t look out of place on a building site, and
there is enough to feed a small army, but it’s delicious and Miss C is as pleased
as punch, which under the circumstances was a true moment of joy.
Friday arrives surprisingly quickly and Joe’s PE is still going strong. However, he
has raised the bar and decided that today is “Friday Fancy Dress”. No problem if
you are 5, as you are happy to wear a princess dress for all activities if at all
possible. However a word to the wise, when you are coerced into dressing as a
cat, with full face painting for the occasion, remember to take it off before the work
meeting you about to be a part of via a VIDEO call!

The first week was officially deemed a week of adjustment, as it would have been
easy to get caught up in the endless resources being shared on social media,
class WhatsApp groups (a story for another day!) and between friends. We
plumped for getting through it and having as much fun as possible within our four
walls, to counter the reality of the world outside. As it drew to a close, we reflected
on the positives, which thankfully was nearly everything. However, having to work
whilst you are at home is difficult for a 5 year old to understand, and it pulled at my
heartstrings that the necessity of having to work in shifts around the ‘school day’
was already having an emotional impact.
We also chatted about what we could do better, which largely involved listening
more, Miss C not treating Daphne the cat as one of her cuddle buddies, and to
ensure we make time for us to simply be a family. It would be easy for isolation to
blur what are usually defined, and remote activities.
We headed into the weekend wondering how we could differentiate it from the
week. It started in strong fashion with the regular Saturday Dance Class excitingly
being screened live via ‘Zoom’ thanks to Jayne, Miss C’s excellent dance teacher.
I digress, but had anyone heard of Zoom a month ago? The company must be
worth a fortune now! The jet washer then made an appearance as Daddy’s selfwritten job list (a definite silver lining!) began to be ticked off. What 5 year old
doesn’t like getting themselves and everything around them very wet in aid of a
clean car and drive?
It would be fair to say that after the novelty of the first week, the feelings of
trepidation returned as the second week started. The weather seemed to mimic
those feelings on Monday morning, and the only way I could tackle this was to
plan, plan and plan some more. This meant an evening scheduling the week and
lesson planning activities including science. Whilst it wasn’t strictly followed (I
have had to give my expectations a dose of reality), it gave the week some much
needed structure and taught me that ketchup and undiluted blackcurrant juice will
clean a penny. Who knew? I dare not think about what is it does to us!!
Now we have always known that our daughter has a better social life than us, and
it would seem little has changed in isolation – it’s just turned digital. Our new
friend Zoom made another appearance as Miss C had an “online chat” with four
friends from school. However, there are rules, with the first being that parents are
definitely not allowed! This was immediately apparent when I was given the ‘eye’
to leave the room, followed by a little ‘shove’ of encouragement, just in case I was
in any doubt that my presence was not welcome. A small amount of parental
earwigging meant that we were able to sample the delights of “hide and seek” and
“eye spy” on Zoom (I don’t know either before you ask!), and as with any playdate,
there were tears at the end, because all good things unfortunately, must come to
an end.

So, very nearly three weeks into this new world of “lockdown” and “social
distancing”, and we are surviving. In fact we are more than surviving, we are living
and are very active! Yes, I have had my handwriting corrected: ”that’s not how
you write a ‘huh’ mummy”, and “the reason you make mistakes is because you
write too quickly”, and I have also been told that: “mummy, you don’t need to tell
me that because I already know. I know everything” (as you do when you are the
wise old age of 5!). However, we are having lots of fun and thoroughly enjoying
this extended time together, even mummy and daddy…most of the time!
We
are learning lots of new things about each other, in particular Miss C, who
normally skips off to school each day and returns to inform us that she has done
nothing all day! It’s nice to confirm that this is not the case.
In the blink of an eye, the Easter holiday has arrived and with it some pertinent
questions. Do we or don’t we ‘teach’? If we don’t ‘teach’ then what will we do
instead? We can’t do the things which might make up a normal two week break
from school, so we will have to be creative. Who knows, we may just find
ourselves to be a fitter, healthier and more educated family unit once this awful
virus is brought under control…
Watch this space

From Baking Cakes to helping daddy Jet Wash the car Charlotte proves home
schooling can be fun… for her!

The Lockdown Letters - 5 Technology Trials
Technology Trials - In more ways than one!
I watch the TV, but frequently use the wrong controller to change channels (don’t
ask me why there are two!) and suddenly I’m not watching what I thought I was
watching. TV recording and playback are a mystery to me. I have a mobile phone
which is no doubt capable of doing far more than making calls and taking
photographs and if anything is going to go wrong on the computer it will be while I
am in front of the screen tapping away on the keyboard.
You’ve no doubt realised I’m not great with things technological! Even simple things
technological. I don’t know why, but computer screens will go blank, error messages
will appear, boxes with messages will pop up – without me doing anything! Well,
obviously I have done something – but I’ve no idea what!
But, fortunately I have Stephen around most of the time – ooh sorry ALL of the time
at the moment – to sort things out!
But I have to admit that learning my 92 year old Dad had just had a Facetime
message with my younger daughter and a Zoom evening drink with my sister did
make me realise I needed to get myself a lot more au fait with all these new-fangled
ways of communicating face to face with family and friends. And when better to
start than during ‘lockdown’.
I happily chat on the phone and while Rachel was living in Japan we regularly
Skyped for a visual chat with a bit of a fuzzy picture, but not since she’s been back
in the UK, and we never Skyped Philippa living in London – after all she wasn’t on
the other side of the world! Until last weekend.
Last weekend everything changed!! Suddenly we were in both Philippa’s living
room and Rachel’s at the same time having a three-way conversation in high
definition, thanks to the wonders of modern technology - Zoom! In fact you can
transform your living room to wherever you like by uploading any photo for your
background: so we were in our favourite Portmeirion, Philippa was in her favourite
Devon pub, while Rachel, who was having a bit of trouble with the connection, was
still in her living room!
So the wonders of modern Zoom technology allow any number of people to link up
at the same time, wherever they are in the world, for a chat in their own homes. So
Rachel has had a breakfast/dinner chat with friends in Australia (hence a mimosa
cocktail before 11am!) my Father has now had an pre-Easter lunch sherry with all
the family and we have seen more of each other over the last few days than ever
before – thanks to technology!
And it doesn’t stop there! I’ve linked up – or rather Stephen has linked me up, for
online Zoom Dance and Pilates classes which, whilst not the same as the real thing,

are pretty good and at least gets me doing something exercise wise during
‘lockdown’ – other than housework and gardening!
So, like it or not, I’m resigned to the fact that technology is amazing despite its trials
and tribulations!
Happy Zooming!!
Mary Dunn

Related to, but not actually a letter, we also received this addition just in time for
the magazine a lockdown Diary! - The Editors

Quarantine Diary – A very productive time!
Day One
Well that is it, husband showing symptoms and so advised by NHS 111 to stay
isolated - him for 7 days, me for 14 days. I’ve rung work and told them I will be off
for 2 weeks. As long as I don’t get ill I could use this time to get so much stuff
done, all those jobs I keep putting off as I keep going out – the house could do
with a proper clean, the garden needs doing and I need to sort through my
wardrobe. Ill make a list and start working through it tomorrow.
Day Three
Didn’t do much yesterday, I really need to make a start on my list. I suppose 1
more day relaxing won’t hurt, I’ve still got 11 days left to get stuff done. I will play
on my Xbox today and then knuckle down to the list tomorrow.
Day Five
We decided to sign up to Disney+ streaming service. There should be some good
programs on there. Oooh! The Adventures of the Gummi Bears and Duck Tales, I
haven’t seen those since I was little. I wonder if they are as good as I remember
them being.
Oh heck! Where did the day go? I only meant to watch a couple of episodes of
each and it’s now time for tea! No need to worry, I’ve still got 9 days left to work
through my list before I am able to go back to work.
Day Seven
Half way through and I still haven’t crossed anything off my list yet. Right, no
excuses I’ll have a sort out of my wardrobe today. I will just finish my cup of tea
and then make a start.
Well I opened the wardrobe, then realised it was lunch time and so stopped again.
Made bacon and egg sandwiches for lunch. I’ll just put TV on to catch up with the

news while I finish my lunch. Flicking around I have found one of my favourite
episodes of Death in Paradise. I will just watch this one and then go back upstairs
to the wardrobe.
Drat! Another day gone. I had forgotten how much I enjoy watching Kris Marshall
as Humphrey Goodman solve murders. I have helped him solve 5 this afternoon.
Still, I have got 7 days left to work down my list of jobs. Still plenty of time.
Day Nine
Husband feeling much better, which is a relief. I still feel OK so that’s good too.
The lawn outside really needs a mow. I’ll have a go at that after lunch. I can’t keep
spending all my time inside watching TV.
Bacon and egg sandwiches for lunch again. Feel a bit full, I had better go and
have a sit down for a bit so to let my lunch go down before starting mowing. I don’t
want to get indigestion. I will just read a couple of chapters of my book, Harry
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix. That should be about half an hour or so and I
should be good to go.
6.37pm!! Where did the afternoon go again? Got so engrossed in my book I didn’t
realise the time until I heard a shout saying tea was ready. I can’t mow after I’ve
eaten pasta bolognaise – I’ll be too full.
Day Twelve
Only 2 days left of isolation. Not felt ill at all, which is great. Well, I felt a bit sick
the other night but that was from eating a whole tub of Ben & Jerry’s ice-cream
while watching Avengers: Endgame.
I’m failing abysmally at getting through my list. I’ve still got 2 days left. I can at
least get the garden done while the weather is good.
Day Fourteen
Still feeling OK, so back to work tomorrow.
Looking back on my 2 weeks, it has not been that bad and I feel it has been very
productive. I have got a lot done – I have helped Humphrey Goodman solve lots
of murders, I have learned about Gummi-berry juice from the Gummi Bears, I
have robbed a couple of banks on Grand theft Auto V on my Xbox, I have helped
the Avengers save the Earth whilst also help Harry Potter battle Lord Voldemort. It
is just a shame I was so busy that I couldn’t find time to sort the garden, properly
clean the house or tidy my wardrobe. Maybe next time I am off work I will find the
time!
Catherine Mellor

Look out for the last three letters later on in the magazine that will get you out and
exploring our lovely churchyard, help get you fit and reveal all our reading habits!
Editors.

Our correspondent, Mrs Dibley, told us in our March magazine, just weeks before
the lockdown how to make soap at home. Here she gives us a recipe for making
hand sanitiser that kills Covid-19

Stay Safe - How to make...Hand Gel
Or, to be more precise, how to make hand sanitiser that kills COVID-19 and other
viruses.
To kill viruses you need to have at least 60% alcohol in your hand gel. If you look
at the ingredients on a bottle, if alcohol isn’t the first ingredient then the hand gel is
useless for getting rid of viruses. The reason is that the virus is covered in a layer
of fat. The alcohol dissolves the fat and this disrupts the virus.
Hand sanitiser is now often either in short supply or very expensive. All you need
to make your own is some 99% or above Isopropyl alcohol*, some glycerine or
aloe vera gel and an empty hand sanitiser bottle to refill. You can buy the first
three ingredients online from shops like “Mystic Moments” (although there is
nothing much mystic about hand sanitiser). *[Note, cheap gin or vodka will not
work because these are rarely more than 40% alcohol which is not strong enough.
And sorry, drinking two and a half times the normal amount of gin and tonics will
not kill any viruses either!]
1. First measure your empty hand sanitiser bottle up to the shoulder, and draw a
line across here. For example, a tiny bottle (50 ml) is 7 cm tall.
2. You need the finished product to be at least 60% alcohol. I use a 65% level to
give a margin of safety. Multiply the height of the bottle by 65%, in my example 7
cm x 65/100 = 4.55 cm.
3. Draw another line this distance up the bottle.
4. Pour the alcohol in up to at least this level (you can put more in but not less).
5. Now add the gel part – either aloe vera gel or glycerine – up to the shoulder of
the bottle.
6. Shake well. It smells very “alcoholly”. You can add a few drops of essential oil
to mask the smell. Tea tree and rosemary give an antiseptic smell.
If you use glycerine it’s a bit stickier than the shop-bought stuff. The finished
product works out at around 75p for 50 ml. When using squeeze out plenty and
take around 20 seconds to rub thoroughly into your hands, before allowing to dry.
Mrs Dibley

River Dove - Flood History 2020
Photographs illustrate the effects of Storms Ciara and Dennis
Location: River Dove, overlooking the Dove Cottage garden and featuring the metal bridge on “The Line.”

These two photographs show the river levels on 23rd February 2020 and 24th March 2020. Compare the water
level following the storms, with the more recent one with the gravel bank exposed.

Location: The metal bridge on “The Line” looking upstream.

The river is seen in full flood on 23rd February 2020, with the field beyond completely submerged. Compare
this with the photo taken on 24th March 2020. The key point to look for is the white water marker post clearly
showing the difference in water levels.

Location: The bottom of the playing field steps looking upstream to Bowmer Bond.

The river is in full flood (23rd February 2020), having breached on both the Staffordshire and Derbyshire banks,
with the contrasting photograph taken on the 24th March 2020 illustrating food waters receded. Something not
clearly visible in the photograph is that the field on the Derbyshire river bank is now ploughed; this is land that
generally drains well due to the alluvial silt in the soil.
Just a little piece of interesting river history!
Linda Greenwood (photo credits Clare Greenwood)

My Month Pt 2: A Death in the Family – A Glamorous and Much Loved Aunt
Now I never really expected to write the word “Death” in the headline for one of
these articles. Normally they are a gentle and sometime comic (depending upon
your viewpoint) reflection on the month just gone by in terms of what’s happened
to me, describing events and triggering memories; memories which are often very
similar for many readers of this magazine. To put it simply, a shared experience.
Now it’s also true that in the time I have been penning these monthly missives I
have known and experienced deaths of friends and relatives but these things are
by their very nature private and in normal times not the obvious subject matter for
this column.
However, we do not live in normal times, far from normal in fact, and my
experience this month is one, sad to say, that I know will be unfortunately shared
by a number of people and families in our village.
On the Monday before Easter, my aunt died. Her death was not related to the
Covid19 virus; at 89yrs she died of old age and she had been suffering with both a
heart condition and low blood pressure for some time. However, Covid19 has
hung over her passing as it has of so many who have died in this period.
My aunt Trixie, as we all called her, was my only Aunt and without any
grandparents (all had died before my brother and I were born) she was our only
close blood relative and therefore got all of our childhood love that other children
would share amongst many. She was loved by us almost as much as we loved
our own mother and during times of family argument/ getting on the wrong side of
our mother as only two young boys can, she was the perfect good mother
substitute with hugs, kisses and a hanky to wipe away tears. We have been close
all our lives and at the age of 67 I have finally lost the last person of my parents’
generation and my second mother – it hurts.
What has really hurt though is the necessary restrictions that Covid19 has forced
on us all. Trixie has five sons all married, with eight grandchildren and two great
grandchildren. My brother and I knew that we could not attend the funeral but
were horrified to learn that only her five sons would be allowed, no wives or
partners, no grand or great grandchildren. Instead we agreed to all remember her
at 12 noon on the Monday of her funeral. I went for a walk down by the river and
remembered her; her love and kindness, her smiles and laughter and the happy
times and events that stand out in our shared lives. I then came back and started
this very article that afternoon, getting the first five paragraphs down before some
liquid in my eyes stopped me writing at the words “it hurts” and sent me to sit out
in the garden and remember this lovely lady some more.
I found I could not go back to my task that day and only started writing again
today, Tuesday, a full twenty four hours later.

Trixie? Was she really called Trixie? was a question we were asked all our lives
when talking about her or introducing her to our own families and friends. She
was originally christened Winifred, a name of Welsh and Old English origin apt for
a family of a Welsh coalminer and a lady’s maid from London. Her name Trixie
came about from her father who, when she was very young would return home
from work and as he entered the house would say “How’s tricks?” in a very Welsh
accent (which essentially means the same as "How's it going?")
My mother would tell us that as he said those words, her baby sister, 8 years
younger than her, would immediately stop playing and run and throw herself into
his arms with the cry “Daddy, my daddy” (shades of The Railway Children there).
Soon her nickname in the house became Trixie and that name stuck, when as a
teenager she rejected such an old-fashioned name as Winifred or any of its
versions such as Winnie. She once told my brother and me that she was a lady
and was not going to be named after a stuffed bear with Pooh as a surname causing much delighted laughter from us boys “She said Pooh – Aunty said
Pooh!” . Her name change was following in a family tradition. Her sister, my
mother christened Ethel abandoned that name for her middle name Audrey as
soon as she could so Winifred/Trixie had a ready role model. It is not known what
their mother, who chose both their names, thought of this move by her daughters!
On my walk on Monday afternoon many such incidents of time with my aunt came
to mind as I walked the fields of Mayfield and most of them have already been
recorded in previous issues of this very magazine, a testament to just how
important she and her family were in my own family’s life when growing up.
I now realise as an adult that my mother and her sister were very close extraordinary close, all their lives. The reason was that their much adored father,
loved by both sisters, tragically died young when my mother was a teenager and
Trixie still a relatively young girl. Their own mother became more distant in
mourning and in supporting each other the two girls became close, a relationship
that lasted all their life. They lived in the same town, saw each other every couple
of days and openly admitted that each was the others best friend.
And it was thinking about their relationship, after writing the first bit of this article,
that brought up one of my first memories of my aunt and one incident where she
made me the unwitting star of my school class!
I was 5 going on 6 and had been at school for just under a year. Prior to school I
had the luxury of having my mother to myself all day whilst my brother went off to
school. He had been attending school for two years, but it was only in the last year
aged 4 that I really appreciated having mother to myself and being able to
monopolise her time. I am not sure she agreed! Like all small children I loved my
mother without reservation and living in a town flat with no other children nearby
meant I wanted, nigh demanded! her as my playmate all the time. However,
mother, not unreasonably, wanted a bit of time to herself. My aunt who loved both
her nephews was of little practical help for she was just married herself. She

came for an hour or two on a Saturday afternoon to play with me and my brother,
or so I thought, but in reality to catch up with the news and gossip over a cup of
tea or three with her sister whilst her noisy nephews pulled at her skirt to show her
some drawings they had just done.
Therefore, you can imagine my mother’s delight when I started school in
September just before I was five. Now she was free from 9am to 3.30pm to do just
what she wanted without a four-year-old in tow and most of that seemed to be
shopping with her sister. With husbands off to work, me and my brother delivered
to school and morning housework completed, the sisters would meet in the town
café to plan their day, shop, chat, come back for lunch, then a bit more shopping
and chatting before Trixie walked back home to prepare her husband’s tea and
Mother went to pick up the delights of her life – her two sons!
Now not surprisingly as much as I liked school, I missed my Mum. So one day in
late Spring I was delighted to see her as we schoolkids marched crocodile fashion
through the town to get to the playing field for PE and games. It was straight after
lunch and we assembled in our PE kit the playground. Infants like me had to walk
alongside a pupil from the year above us, who was in charge and always held our
hand in case we young ones made a break for freedom and the Mexican border!
(Sorry remembering old cowboy stories from the same age!)
Despite all this security, we little ones were for some reason on the roadside of
the pavement looking directly at all the delights a small 1950’s town could offer
including two sweet shops and the toy shop! That hand holding was needed.
So that late Spring afternoon our crocodile is in the town high street about to turn
up to the playing field when suddenly around the corner comes my mother and
aunt, shopping baskets in hand and chatting away. Now, as with all small boys, I
thought my mum was the most beautiful woman in the world and there she was in
a bright floral print dress looking, in my eyes, lovely. She come towards the school
crocodile, a vision of loveliness. I see her and excitedly wave directly at her and
…..……she ignores me completely, so caught up talking to her sister.
I suddenly stop, wave again and shout “Mummy”, much to the surprise of the older
girl holding my hand, a girl called Susan, seven going on seventeen who was one
of the bossy know it all girls from the class above. As the crocodile collides to a
halt behind us she angrily whispers “What are you doing?” “It’s my Mum,” I say
and turn again to look at her. Now they say a mother can pick out her own child’s
voice in a large noisy crowd. They say that, but they never checked with my mum
who, now some six feet away, still ignored me!!! But not her sister.
My Aunt turns, waves and then comes straight across and says, “Oh you do look
smart my dear” and plants a kiss on my forehead. The reaction in the crocodile
rank is decidedly mixed. I smile at my aunt but look past her to my mother,
slightly crestfallen, but hand holding, know it all Susan however, is totally open
mouthed or as some people would say today, (obviously not me) Gobsmacked!

The reason is that my mother, who was lovely in my eyes, was by now a 34 year
old mum, who spent her housekeeping on children’s clothes and feeding a family
of four. My aunt by contrast was a particularly good looking 26yr old yet to have
children, who enjoyed the latest clothes and hairstyles and had the luxury of
spending her money in keeping up with the latest fashions and trends. And the
fashion and trend in spring 1957 was firmly based around a young and glamorous
film star called Diana Dors, who was born just one day after my aunt.
With newly permed blond hair and wearing a now iconic 1950’s “ensemble” of a
poodle skirt, fluffy white angora wool sweater and a bright neck scarf (a la Audrey
Hepburn) my aunt looked the part, the bees knees, a miniature 1950’s film star,
the Diana Dors of our little town. Not that I noticed or understood any of this aged
5; but Susan standing there with an open mouth got all the right references. My
aunt skipped off to catch up with her sister, pointed me out and mother then
waved from a distance. “Was that your Mum?” Susan asked in a daze. “Yes,” I
said, waving back to my mother and missing the point completely that she thought
my aunt was my mum - a very glamorous mum. By the time we started our PE
session she had told all the other girls that I was the son of a glamorous lady who
must be some sort of film star or fashion model right here in our small-town.
I was totally unaware of the looks I was now getting or the many hellos from girls
older than me, nor of the group of girls led by Susan who were hanging about the
playground when my mum came to collect me at school that afternoon. “Where’s
his mum?” Susan piped up to mother when I ran to her at the school gate. “Right
here,” Mother replied. There followed a conversation based around “You’re not!”
and “Where’s the model/film star who is?” After a description of said lady, mother
worked out it was in fact my aunt and had to deny several times that A. she did
not work in films or B. was a fashion model, but she was indeed very glamorous
and laughed several times on the way home.
My aunt also laughed when mother told her and when she next saw me
announced, “Hello boys, here’s you film star Aunt!” to much laughter from mother
and me saying are you really a film star auntie?
The glamour receded a bit as a housewife with five boys, but she was always
glamorous to me and a very happy part of my life. As we lose someone special to
us it’s good to focus on what they brought to your lives, the joy and happiness and
how they enriched it. It’s the way to remember them. My brother has his own
memories and told me of how aged 51 in a crucially low point in his life after the
loss of both our parents and then his job of many years, it was aunt Trixie who
stepped in giving moral and practical support like a real mother. If you have
suffered loss at this time may you have bright and happy memories to console
you. Until next time
Stephen Dunn
PS. As I finished this article, I heard the authorities relented and let Trixie’s sons
plus partners attend the funeral. Some small mercy in difficult times.

Reflections on a Spring Pandemic
So here we all are in a completely new landscape, somewhere we have never been
before, it must be like landing on a different planet, as all the old rules and concepts
have gone flying off into space leaving us with no idea of where we are and no map
reference for what to do next. We are governed by fear of the unknown, feeling like we
are under house arrest except that some of us are lucky enough visit food shops or
perhaps go for a brief daily walk.
It’s no good blaming God for this, it is not Divine punishment we are suffering, from not
keeping His rules, because He didn’t want this to happen any more than we did. God
doesn’t have any say in what goes on down here, He just loved us enough to give us
free will and sat back to observe the results. He may be wishing He could help us out
but is disempowered by His own regulations. Being all seeing and all-knowing, maybe
he believes we will come out of this better than we went in, with more understanding
of who we really are and what our purpose is here on earth.
We as humanity are responsible for our actions, when we do things that are bad for
the planet it has consequences and we seldom realize at the outset what the outcome
will be. The trouble is that often so much time passes between an action and its
reaction that no one sees the connection.
The natural world that surrounds us is partly responsible for this, as it has, to a certain
extent, the ability to protect itself and by extension us from adverse effects. These
abilities are, however, limited, take for instance trees, these giants of the plant world;
have you ever considered how big the part they play in life on this planet really is.
Without the oxygen they supply there would be no animal life at all. We have been
decimating the tree population for hundreds of years without even thinking about it.
Now deforestation of the great rainforests is being carried out on an industrial scale
and even if we start tomorrow on the biggest replanting scheme the world has ever
seen it will take thousands of years to replace what has been lost.
Isn’t it ironic that the virus that is decimating us now is strangling our ability to breath
this cannot be a coincidence. It, like the plastic in the oceans is just another call for us
to awaken, because soon it will be too late. Recently many of us are gradually
becoming aware just how seriously we have damaged our environment, the only one
we have, by our own desires to fill our lives with things we would probably be happier
without.
You must have noticed, that despite all this misery there have been some interesting
developments that promise better things for the future if we can just hold on to and
nurture them in the future. The world population has put aside many of its differences
to work together against a common enemy, albeit an invisible one, instead of fighting
each other. People are helping their neighbours like never before with shopping,
cheerful greetings, a kind word, consideration and love. We are beginning to value
people as we should, particularly those who are putting their lives on the line, every
day for the good of us all. Many of these are among the lowest paid in the community,

who do what they do because they believe in it. And it’s more important to them than
empty riches.
Love is and always has been the answer to everything, the reason for living and that
which created the world in the first place, and not only our planet but the universe itself.
This is our opportunity to view things with new eyes and new hearts and remember
that we are really only one world, one people, one great love.
So let us throw away our weapons of mass destruction, turn our guns and knives into
plough shears, or something useful and start to put our planet back together again and
cement it together with love.
Fran Carlisle

REMEMBERING HILARY
I received the sad news on Easter Sunday that Hilary Clowes had sadly passed
away. I had known Hilary for many years, at least sixty. We first met at
Church and became good friends. Like me, she was a farmer’s daughter. She lived
at Town End Farm in Upper Mayfield, no longer a farm now. She had a brother
Donald.
Hilary was very quiet and quite shy but she had a brilliant dry sense of humour. We
both became Sunday School teachers when Revd Leonard Hall was Mayfield’s Vicar.
Sunday School was held then in the Vicarage two classes were held in the hall,
Hilary at one end and me at the other. We had about eight or nine children in each
class. We would start off by reading a bible story to the children and then asking
them to write about it and to draw a picture and then ask them questions. Hilary was
very patient, even with the odd child who could be naughty.
Later on she became a milk recorder, visiting farms at evening milking time and then
again in the mornings to record how much milk each cow gave, and taking samples
which would be sent away to be tested for butterfat and protein, once a month the
farmer would receive the results, so he would know which cows were the most
profitable. As a milk recorder Hilary visited my brother’s farm, he said while she was
quite shy she would suddenly say really funny and they both would have a laugh.
She later became an insurance collector and then moved to live in Ashbourne.
When I moved away from Mayfield I lost touch with Hilary for quite a few years but
met up with her when I returned to Mayfield. We became Sidesmen together at
Church and enjoyed catching up with each others news. She started going out for
lunch with some friends and joined the Over-60’s.
It was at an Over-60’s meeting that she was taken ill in the car park and eventually
taken to hospital and then for a short stay in St Oswald’s Hospital before moving to
the Leys Residential Home in Ashbourne. She wanted to move back to Mayfield into
a Bungalow but sadly this wasn’t to be, and after falling ill again she sadly passed
away in Hospital. Hilary, we will all miss you very much.
Joyce Beeson

IN THE GARDEN AND IN LOCKDOWN
We are lucky to have a garden with wonderful views across the fields, no matter
whatever the weather the view is amazing, and as gardening is my favourite
hobby, being in lockdown hasn’t really be a big problem, especially as the weather
was sunny and warm at the beginning of lockdown. I dug and weeded the flower
beds, with all the rain we have had there were more weeds than ever before.
The soil in our garden is very ‘thin’ and sandy and quite poor so I feed it every
year with chicken manure pellets, it might sound odd but they are very good and
organic. I also empty the compost bin and put that on the little vegetable bed I
have made. I bought the bin about three years ago and put vegetable peelings in
it and leaves and other bits from when I clear the garden.
There is a great product called Garotta which you sprinkle in the bin and it helped
rot it all down and it makes great compost. Monty Donn would be very proud of
me !!
My husband trimmed the edges of the lawn and made them nice and straight – a
job I’m not very good at. As we been doing this we had an audience of Blackbirds
following us around looking for worms I’ve disturbed as I’ve been digging. The
male Blackbirds have given over fighting and have chosen their partners and are
now both are busy gathering material for their nests. I don’t mind them gathering
moss and twigs and bits of dead grass.
What I do mind is that they glue all this together with wet soil out of my pots,
especially the pots of strawberry plants, which I found each morning scattered all
over the ground and soil everywhere. I bought new plants online, put new soil in
the pots and covered them over with horticultural fleece. They then started
digging in another pot so I put twigs of holly in that to stop them and left a pot of
wet soil just for the birds! if you can’t beat them you might just as well join them.!
Blue tits are inspecting the nest boxes, male house sparrows are still squabbling
over the females, a Song Thrush came to feed the other day but was soon chased
off by the bossy Starlings. I’m looking forward to the first House Martins arriving
soon. I wrote about Spotty, the Blackbird with spots on his back, he still visits us
most days but hasn’t found a mate yet, there is a little female Blackbird with two
spots so we are hoping they get together
We celebrated our 53rd Wedding Anniversary this week and as we couldn’t buy
each other a card or present I bought a miniature Gala Apple tree instead and
planted it in a big pot, I’ve also ordered another of a different kind to help with
pollination so am looking forward to picking our own apples in a year or two.
I feel very privileged to be able to enjoy watching the birds, enjoying my garden,
and being surrounded by such beautiful countryside during this difficult time.
Joyce Beeson

STILL IN LOCKDOWN IN THE GARDEN
While we are still in lockdown I’ve been making the most of the warm sunny
weather to be outside in the garden. My greenhouse is full of seedlings, some of
which are growing fast. The tomatoes are up, I’ve sown a variety which is new to
me, it’s called Maskotka and will grow outside in pots and hanging baskets. It
grows as a small bush tomato which doesn’t need the side shoots taking off, it
doesn’t need canes to hold it up, it sounds perfect. It has heavy crops of small
bite sized tomatoes. Will let you know how I get on with it. I’ve planted zinnia and
cosmos seeds, pretty annuals I grow every year. The geraniums I’ve kept all
winter in the greenhouse are doing well and ready to be planted in hanging
baskets. I keep hinting that my greenhouse is too small but my husband keeps
ignoring my hints.! I’ve sown cabbages and cauliflower in the cold frame and
some lettuce. Next I’ll sow runner beans and courgettes and spinach and plant
beetroot, radishes and spring onions.

For Easter I decided to make an Easter Garden and an Easter Tree, I asked my
husband to help and surprisingly he showed a talent I didn’t know about. We filled
a garden tray with compost, made a path with gravel. My husband covered a

plant pot with moss, dug up from the lawn (very organic – no moss killer in our
garden), to make the tomb, we found a large stone to put in front of it and I picked
some greenery, some forget me nots and blossom to decorate the Easter Garden
with. Very pleased with our efforts we placed it on our garden path for everyone
passing to see.

I then made the Easter Tree, really simple, I had a large piece of twig I rescued
when the hedgecutter came round, I painted it and decorated it with Easter
decorations. We then decided we’d worked really hard so we sat on our patio to
enjoy a Gin and Tonic. We had lots of nice comments from people passing who
said how much our Easter Garden and Tree had cheered them up, so it made
Lockdown not too bad.
Joyce Beeson

Getting In Touch With Nature
“I think the answer lies in the soil”. I can't remember who said it but I recall that it
was a character on 'Round the Horn', from the days of 'steam radio' (the Home
Service, or the Light Programme? I forget which). Now they say that many a true
word is spoken in jest: never was a truer word said! Any self-respecting gardener
will tell you that healthy plants need healthy soil. But recent research shows that
children who play with soil grow up healthier thanks to enhanced immunity.
How? Soil contains huge numbers of different bacteria: some harmful (causing
tummy upsets etc.) but mainly harmless. Contact with bacteria stimulates the
body's immune system. Obviously we all need to wash our hands before eating
but the message seems to be 'wrapping up a child in cotton wool' is not doing
them a favour.
Other research into child development shows that outdoor play benefits their
emotional state. In fact, children with behavioural problems have been found to
show improved behaviour from playing outdoors, particularly amongst trees. For
those of us who can remember a childhood spent climbing trees, building dens
and playing hide-and-seek in the woods, this might seem obvious. But in an age
where children's' play is dominated by X-box and the like, maybe we should be
encouraging them to get back to Nature?
Apparently, electronic screens – be they TV, games consuls, laptops or i-pads –
emit a lot of blue light which activates the brain and can therefore interfere with
sleep (I was once advised by an NHS sleep therapist to “switch off such devices
at least 30 minute before you turn in; maybe read instead”).
Contact with Nature has been shown to benefit adults as well as children. Trees
and other greenery de-stress, as does the sound of water, bird song and exercise.
So a walk along the Dove, for example, has lots of benefits!
The green stuff in plants (chlorophyll) is a treble miracle: firstly, it enables plants to
capture energy from sunlight and make sugar from carbon dioxide (the main
cause of global warming/climate change) and water; releasing oxygen as a byproduct. The sugar is, in turn, used for plant growth: including all the fruit and veg,
flowers and timber that we take for granted. So, without chlorophyll, there would
be no food for humans or other animals (so no meat or dairy products either) and
no oxygen for us humans, or other animals, to breathe. So plants are also vital for
keeping us supplied with oxygen. And, as if that's not enough, they make us feel
better. What an amazing piece of multi-tasking!
Back to the outdoors: another benefit is that sunlight enables us to convert
cholesterol into vitamin D which helps to strengthen our bones. (Obviously, we
should take care to protect our skin and eyes from excess sunlight). Health fans
will realise that reduction in cholesterol level can also be beneficial.

Another way of connecting positively with Nature is by growing plants. Research
has shown that just having plants in the home, or workplace, reduces stress
levels, whilst raising plants indoors, or in the garden, gives added benefits in
terms of self-esteem and personal achievement. If you have never raised plants
'from scratch', this might sound quite daunting but you can start very simply with a
packet of radish seed, then try Nasturtium (pretty and tasty!), sunflowers (pretty
and great for the birds), runner beans and courgettes (start both indoors to avoid
frosts). If, as you read this, we are still unable to visit garden centres, do not
despair: if you have access to the Internet, you can easily order seeds and other
gardening materials, online.
Even if we are currently still 'in lock-down', I hope that you will find some of these
points helpful one day.
Until a few thousand years ago (a fraction of at least 200,000 years of evolution)
us humans were outdoor folk, gathering and hunting for our food, so it's hardly
surprising that we feel at our best when we are outdoors connecting with Nature –
one could say it's only natural!
During Easter, I spent a lot of time in my garden (“the old allotments” as my
neighbours call it), watching the Dove and listening to Nature at least as much as
working the soil! These words were the result:
Re-Connect
Do you hear the trees breathing?
They breathe for you
Do you hear the stream laughing?
It laughs for you
Do you hear the birds rejoicing?
They rejoice for you
Do you see the flowers smiling?
They smile for you
Do you see the butterflies
shimmering?
They shimmer for you
Arnie Rainbow
12 April 2020

Do you see the heavens sparkling?
They sparkle for you
Do you hear the earth groaning?
It groans for you
Do you feel someone beside you?
He is there with you
He is there for you
Always and forever

The Lockdown Letters 6 - Walking Mayfield, Exploring the Churchyard
The sunny weather has played its part, I feel, in easing us into ‘lockdown’. We’ve
always been a couple who have enjoyed walking and feel lucky to live on the edge of
a village where fields are only a few hundred yards away (or should that be metres
these days?) so moving up a gear to walking each day has been a joy rather than a
chore. (When the weather changes, I will let you know if we still feel like this).
Varying our walks by leaving the house in different directions or adding an extra mile
or so here and there has kept us from becoming bored. For example, when we have
a letter to post (you remember snail-mail do you?) we walk via Hermitage Lane and
Mayfield Hall to the little post box opposite the Rose & Crown, extending our returning
journey by crossing to the footpath opposite the end of Hermitage Lane and walking
beside the field to the church side gate, through the church yard, over the fields and
home. On the other hand, a parcel, the result of another lockdown pastime - knitting
for the grandchildren, means a trip to the post office in Scraggy’s then returning via
Fox Holes and the football field, through the church path and once again across the
fields to home.
On Saturdays we purposely head for the church and turning right through the main
gate go and buy sausages, bacon and eggs from Gary’s owner Alex at Alder Carr
Farm. If it’s not Saturday we use this route some days to take us on a slightly longer
walk along the river Dove to Toadhole bridge We enjoy our chats, from a social
distance, with other regular walkers we meet along the way and over the couple of
weeks we have been doing this it’s been interesting to take note of the buds and leaves
appearing on the trees and say farewell to the glorious daffodils sadly beginning to
fade in the churchyard and hedgerows.
Slight irritations along the way - why do some people find it difficult to close gates even
when all that is required is nothing more than a click? And is it really necessary to
chuck cans and bottles away along a beautiful river path or edge of a field? (Note to
self: take a bag and protective gloves so we can pick these things and carry them to
a bin.)
Quite a few of our perambulations seem to take us, somewhere along our route,
through St John the Baptist churchyard. Although we attend church most Sundays,
and usually walk across the fields (well, ok, so long as it’s not raining) we rarely stop
and look at the headstones, just occasionally remarking that we wonder who Olive
Mottram was as we read her headstone by the field gate but other than that we admire
the snowdrops, and then the daffodils then dive into church before Joyce swishes the
curtain across.

But these days we stroll through with no agenda for getting to a service on time so
have found time to read other names on the headstones. Also to notice the carvings
at the top of the stones, or at least on the ones we could see from the paths - lilies,
cherubs, entwined hands, a book, oak leaves. It wasn’t long before we began to
wander from the pathways [cue for a hymn?] investigating further just what the old
headstones had to tell us. Their stories are precise and various, just a few words
which paint a picture or tell a story of who is buried there. So one warm sunny
morning we took a pen and notebook with us and, leaving our flask of coffee on the
lovely old concrete bench (which wobbles alarmingly if you wriggle), we began the
enjoyable task of reading and recording some of the inscriptions. (More on this later).
One thing we had noticed from the pathway was that at the very top of some
headstones single, stand-out words were writ large: HERE, TO, IN, ERECTED,
BENEATH. These bold words are often ornately decorated, then beneath, in much
smaller writing, is the name of the person(s) buried there and, often, a moving
dedication. One wonders how this trend came about, and why, instead of “In Loving
Memory” or some such similar inscription one big bold plain word became a trend in
the 19th Century.
Treading carefully so as not to squash any daffodils (have you noticed how if you
happen to tread on a daisy, when you move your boot the little daisy looks up and
smiles at you as if nothing has happened?) the next thing we noticed was whole
families having been buried side by side. Sometimes there are three or four
headstones: Milward, Moss, Bentley, Critchlow, Oakden to name but a few.
Sometimes families appear to have whole rows to themselves: the Gallimores,
Smiths, Haywards in the part of the churchyard we have to date looked at. Of course,
there may be more, and some may have been moved. I don’t know if the buying of
plots in advance of ones death is still common practice today, but my grandfather
certainly bought two plots for his family in Yorkshire in the early 20th century.
As I mentioned, we have only really looked at one section of the headstones, those
behind the daffodils, but we are discovering such a lot to make us keen to look further.
We hope to carry on noting down more of the moving epithets and amusing caveats
and maybe sharing them with you, either on here or when the magazine is up and
running again. For now, our meanderings have led us to begin looking for the oldest
headstone: we found Thomas & John Smith, twins, aged just 2, in 1725 and then we
came across William Banks, also an infant, who died in 1724. There will, I am sure
be older headstones that this for us to find, but I felt these children deserved a mention.
But the last word is for Ann Blaymire, aged 2, whose headstone greets us all from
under the yew by the side gate:
Fiat Voluntas Tua : Thy Will be Done
Phil & Maggie Cook

The Lockdown Letters 7 – Getting Ready for Tokyo
You might remember the Green Goddess or even the muscle bound mid-Atlantic
fitness guru, telling you: ‘Grab a can of beans in each hand and start to pump those
cuff muscles’, or, worse still, ‘get those glutes firmed’ - enough to put anyone off
fitness for good. So, no more ‘butts’ and other unspoken parts; just plain language
for plain bodies.
Fitness words
First of all, get used to the vernacular. There are four types of fitness:
mobility/flexibility; strength; endurance; and power (fast strength). The type of people
that need these attributes are those chasing small unruly children and picking up
after them; those trying to move a fridge freezer to get at all the mess underneath;
those cleaning a house or mowing the lawn and, finally, those running for a bus.
You really need all of these skills: flexibility prevents strains and joint deterioration;
strength helps us lift and strong muscles keep old bones in tension and strengthens
them; endurance is a combination of sheer doggedness, perseverance and patience;
and power gets you out of trouble.
There are two more words to get used to: aerobic, which means doing stuff without
getting seriously out of breath- usually for over 40 minutes and anaerobic, which
means that you go flat out and raise your heart rate so much so that you collapse in
a chair at the end of it.
Now for some do’s and don’ts.
Don’t: kid yourself that wandering around with water bottle or wearing a poncy
tracksuit will get you fit, it won’t; don’t diss the expression ‘no gain without pain’,
believe me, you must hurt a little to get to Tokyo; don’t ever get on the scales, losing
weight, or gaining it, is a fact of life: there are a lot of unfit skinny people around and
a lot of ‘big’ fit people( (the entire English rugby team would fail the BMI test!).
Do: mix all those types of fitness in your week. Obviously, if you have mobility
problems you can skip the chasing after buses but be inventive instead: you could
use a whisk and your arm strength instead of a food mixer; always use the upstairs
loo and so on.
My workouts
You might like to know what I do for fitness (and I am no paragon, so this is not a
boast): My gym is a freezing (in Winter) Dutch barn – open plan to the elements;
I have a very old rusty bike attached to a turbo trainer (£70 from Halfords);

an ergometer (rowing machine) which I bought second hand 33 years ago;
an aged weight rack with, according to my condescending grandson, not much
weight on it,
and the open road!
I exercise 5 days a week and whenever I think I’m being heroic, I think of two special
people: the first I’ve never met and the second, whom I met when he was training
around the JCB lake. Michell Obama can do 25 push ups (and her husband can
bench press his own body weight- I can’t) and then Rich Samson, who smashed
himself up in a motorcycle crash and is now paralysed from the waist down, who
(was going) to enter a local marathon to raise funds for charity and, get this, was not
using a fancy racing machine, but a bog standard wheelchair.
The whole point of this is to remind you that lockdown is no excuse for getting slack
– we all need to look after ourselves and there is a plus: 40 minutes aerobic exercise
will send endorphins around your body, a pleasant sensation known as ‘runner’s
high’ and the other motivator is the fact that there is a certain smugness to be earnt
in an hour of exercise well done.
Keep moving, all my readers …..

Love from Charles Wimbush

Lockdown Letters 8 - What are you Reading?
War and Peace or The Famous Five?
One of the questions we all seem to be asked during lockdown, apart from; Are you
alright?, Have you enough food ?, Does So and So deliver to home? and the crucial
one Have you got a home delivery slot for Sainsburys/ Tesco? and if so can I add
on 242 items I really need ……….is what book are you are reading?
This later question usually comes from a family member or friend who on their
weekly phone call/ facetime/ zoom/ skype have been through the regular questions
(as per above) and desperate to keep up the “I am really interested in your life
under lockdown” theme trawl their minds and come up with that one.
It’s the equivalent of the point where meeting a friend for coffee or a pint you run out
of things to say and as the embarrassing silence envelopes you both, one of you
blurts out “read any good books lately”. That’s the time for you both to drink up and

move on.
However in these times of social isolation a real life phone call, by whatever means,
is so much better than a text or WhatsApp, that you don’t want it to end so when the
“What are you reading?” question is asked you think and actually quote a book or
two that you are either reading OR and here’s the important bit a book you are
intending to read should you ever get an enforced break.
You know the sort of thing I mean, it’s that book you always meant to read or reread;
the one you take on holiday in cases it rains the entire two weeks, the book you plan
to read if ever you are at home with the flue, proper flue that is, not just man flue or
I want a day of work under the duvet flue; but it’s never actually the book you do pick
up when you have a few spare minutes between the day job, the shopping , and
going out to the pub for a drink with friends.
Well now the old Coevid 19 and self-isolation has caught us all out with enforced
time at home and now the pressure is on to actually read that damned “I always
intended to read it but never quite got around to doing it despite my better half and
family all telling me I had to and frankly after all this time I’m not sure I really want to”
Book!!
These books become your Bête Noir, something which over time you secretly dislike
and avoid. You may well have started it once but found it just too indigestible and
that’s after a few pages with usually still hundreds if not thousands of pages to go. In
the end they become an object of aversion, the bane of one's existence.
My own Bête Noir in books is Marcel Proust’s Remembrance of Things Past (also
called In Search of Lost Time). It is considered, by many scholars and critics,
including authors I really love, to be the definitive modern novel.
Me? I got as far as page 73 (my train ticket dated Oct 2015 is there to remind me),
on my second or third reading. Originally, I did get to page 200 or so when a student
before real life (girls, beer and college disco’s) stole me away. I still have the book,
I dug it out of a bookcase for this very letter and it sits there next to the computer as
I write, taunting me (no doubt in a French accent a la TVs “Allo, Allo” saying “Ok
my Cherie, my little Rostbif, are you up to a little more reading … this time). No, not
really, as should I wish to continue I have still 960 pages to go to complete it … and
that’s just volume one of a trilogy bringing together all seven books of the series.
To read it all is a mere 4,215 pages comprising 1,267,069 words. At an average of 11
pages a day, every day that would mean lockdown would last a full year before I
finished – life and lockdown is too short for that!

So, on that basis when I am asked what I intend to read I no longer say Monsieur
Proust. The other book I could have said, the book most of us have never read but
apparently claim we will one day is good old War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy running
at a mere 1,440 pages comprising 561,093 words.
In fact, War and Peace did appear in a lockdown conversation with my friend Keith.
In week one I rang him up in North London to see how his family was coping and
we had the usual conversations about relatives, families, working from home or not
and then in a lull in the conversation where we both had run out of things to say I
asked the fateful reading question. Without any delay Keith said he would be
tackling War and Peace in the coming weeks (he actually used the word tackling
which is a good indication of what most would be readers think about the book).
I was impressed; Keith’s wife Sally is a great reader with a library much bigger than
mine and an appetite for fiction of all types that I can only marvel at. But Keith is not
made that way, so I was doubly impressed with his choice.
“And you” he said what’s on your reading list. I knew the answer and it wasn’t dear
old lots of words Marcel. “Science fiction for me”, I reply, “Loved it all my life and
have a whole host of award-winning books I am dying to reread.”
And that’s what I did during that first week of lockdown – in fact award-winning short
stories that are the best of the best of this sort of fiction. I had bought the books
years ago, forgot the details of the plots and was keen to reread stories that have
become legends in such fiction.
It lasted less than a week!
The problem with such legendary stories of science fiction is that they are often far
too close to real events today. Stories of the future where mankind faces a deadly
threat from aliens invading through to stories of society out of control through such
things as new bugs and viruses sweeping the world in a pandemic…………
…..sorry for me this in no longer fiction but far too close to fact! I don’t need to read
a book about such things when I can just tune into the daily Govt Briefing. I wasn’t
sleeping well at night thinking about our current problems – I didn’t need to be filling
up my head with made up problems as well.
I went cold turkey and stopped midway through a classic story – will the world be
saved? I will never know and frankly don’t care until we are well out of lockdown. I
went back to reading nonfiction books on art and history, but it’s not the same as a

good story. What was I to do? The answer came via another phone call this time
with my friend John in deepest Dumfriesshire in Scotland. John, through medical
conditions, is in isolation not even risking the two-metre rule. We spoke of families,
life in lockdown and got to that pause again. I broke it by asking the book question to
get the reply “I’m re-reading The Famous Five and loving it!
Now John is a serious reader - usually the classics – he had read all of Dickens by
the time he was 16 - me I have just managed A Christmas Carol and Dickens
book Hard Times is correctly titled as far as I am concerned. I initially thought John
was joking and laughed. He wasn’t and what he said next struck a real chord. As
well as I can remember it, here’s what he said: “We are in enough doggie pooh as it is (his words were shorter and more
expressive) so why add to my misery by reading about other people’s problems and
miseries (I told you he read Dickens). I’m stuck in a house but I can still escape by
reading good old fantasy stuff where good triumphs over evil the bad guys stand out
like a sore thumb and crucially there are no adults around telling you what to do
every day at 5pm in a TV briefing. There are 21 Famous Five books, each one is
hilarious for all the wrong reasons and the children are allowed to do just what they
want. And that’s just what I need now as I observe the lockdown await my food
delivery in two weeks’ time and worry about neighbours and friends. I need to escape
and going back to my childhood for an hour or two - why not!”
Wow, it struck a chord, the favourite books and authors of your childhood offering fun
and games, adventure and excitement, treasure to be found and bad people to fight
and win against and all in time for tea and lashings of ginger beer (Famous Five
reference there). And all done without adult supervision, with parents conveniently
somewhere else or taking place on holidays with forgiving aunts or at school with
sympathetic teachers. Then again it may be animals who can talk and act like
humans in a world with adults who seem to take it all as normal (Wind in the
Willows).
The world of children’s literature encompasses everything, but without the boring
problems of day to day life and the reality of someone else in charge telling you
what to do and you knowing you must do it.(daily Govt Briefings) In children’s
literature you the reader are in charge, you solve the problem, become the hero and
as said before do it all before tea and crumpets.
Now Enid Blyton is not for me but the idea had charm so off to the bookcase to find
copies of childhood favourites either from way back in my own childhood or bought
as new for my own children some 25 years ago.

Classic authors such as Lewis Carroll, Edith Nesbit, Kenneth Graham, Arthur
Ransome and A. A. Milne were mixed and mingled with more modern authors
from Roald Dahl, Diana Wynn Jones, Alan Garner ,Geraldine McCaughrean, Philipp
Pullman and many others forming a large pile on a bedroom floor. Best of all few
books are more than 200 pages in length in sufficiently large type to ensure you can
read it in a day or two (quicker than in 10 minute bursts at bedtime - how they
were originally read). Add to that lot The Adventures of Tintin by Herge and old
Rupert Bear annuals and you have enough escapism to cope with any length of
lockdown and not a bug or virus in sight!
There is a slight problem though – it’s a bit like binging out on sweets & chocolate
and no other food, it can get all a bit sugary at times. On those occasions I have
turned to rereading adult fiction that matches some of the same “all’s well that ends
well” and “all home for tea” philosophy and have found the Sherlock Holmes stories
by Arthur Conan Doyle and the books of John Buchan (39 Steps etc ) fit the bill
nicely. You have read them all before, know the end will be alright but have
forgotten the details in between.
And once you start on this track of adult fiction, even more titles appears in your
memory – as I write, Erskine Childers “Riddle of the Sands” has popped up saying
“Read me” in a warm southern Irish accent - I really need to stop writing this letter
before the list gets overwhelming!
Stay safe and enjoy what you read.

Stephen Dunn

PS. Just hours after finishing this my friend Keith rang for a catch up. I enquired
how War and Peace was going. He laughed and said “Ahh I got as far as page 20
and gave it up for a cricketing biography. You didn’t really think I was going to read it
did you? Actually, now I think about it No, no chance!

Have you got a Lockdown Letter in You?
Tell us what you have been doing in Lockdown and what is like in these changed
times of social distancing, two metre apart living and coping with a homemade
haircut! Choose a specific subject or activity and we could be posting it on the
website and in the next Parish magazine Email us at s.w.dunn@btconnect.com

Spring at Calwich – 14 Lambs Lazing in the Sun

We were delivered of 10 ewes and 29 lambs two weeks ago. That means that some of the mothers had three lambs and one had
four! - poor things! When I took this picture a group of them were facing East, soaking up the early morning sun. I am reminded of
lines by William Blake “I a child & thou a lamb, We are called by his name”.
Charles Wimbush

May Mix Up!
Can you work out what these should be? Some of them are more than one word
1. A D E V Y
2.BGINNTU
3. C E E N O P S T T
4. A C E E H L S
5. E F L O R S W
6. A A C D E I N N O S S Y
7. D E E G I L L N R S S S W
8. H I N U S T W
9. A A D M Y Y
10. A A C I M N O P T T

Monthly Sillies!
What makes pirates such good singers?
They can hit the high Cs!
What is the musical part of a fish?
The scales!
What did the fisherman say to the magician?
Pick a cod, any cod!
Answers:
1. V E Day 2. Bunting 3. Pentecost 4. Chelsea 5. Flowers 6. Ascension Day 7. Well
Dressings 8. Whitsun 9. May Day 10. Captain Tom

Articles for the June 2020 Issue of the Magazine.
We always welcome articles for the magazine, both from Mayfield itself and the
surrounding villages. To ensure your article is published in our next Issue, June
2020 either printed or electronically on the church website
http://www.mayfieldparishchurch.org/

it must be submitted by Monday 25th May at the latest. Articles and information
submitted beyond that date may not be published.
You can submit articles by email to our editors. Joyce Beeson Email:
beesonjoyce30@gmail.com Tel. 346959 and Stephen Dunn Email:
s.w.dunn@btconnect.com Tel. 342188 or contact us to deliver them by hand.

Corrie Ten Boom – A Lesson in Prayer; A Woman of Faith
Corrie Ten Boom was born on 15th April in 1892. Her faith, her brave action during
the Second World War and her subsequent teaching on prayer and forgiveness
inspires and challenges many people today.
Growing up near Amsterdam in the Netherlands, Corrie was part of a well respected
Christian family. From a young age, she gave her time and energy to helping others,
including children with special needs. When the Nazis invaded their country in 1940,
the Ten Booms hid an estimated 800 resistance fighters and Jews in secret rooms
in their home, protecting them until they could be moved to safe houses elsewhere.
In February 1944, the Ten Booms were betrayed when a man asked Corrie to help
pay a bribe to free his wife. Nazis arrived to arrest the family, but Corrie protected
the Jews and resistance fighters in their home by hiding them in a secret space in
her bedroom. During her imprisonment, Corrie was first placed in solitary
confinement and interrogated. Then she and her sister Betsie were put in a Dutch
concentration camp, and later moved to Ravensbruck, a German camp for women.
Even in these harsh and harrowing conditions, Corrie and Betsie helped others by
leading a prayer group with a smuggled Bible each night. Though Betsie died in the
concentration camp, Corrie was released by what may have been a clerical error,
saving her life and allowing her to carry on helping others, including teaching on
prayer and forgiveness.
After the war, in recognition of her work, Corrie was knighted by the queen of the
Netherlands and was honoured by Israel as Righteous Among the Nations – a title
given to non-Jews who risked their lives to help Jews during the Second World War.
Speaking on effectual prayer, Corrie Ten Boom taught that, ‘There’s nothing too
great for God’s power and nothing too small for God’s love. I learned that in the
difficult class of life’s school… When you are in a difficult class then you learn much,
especially when the teacher is good, and my teacher was the Holy Spirit.’
In the same sermon, Corrie told her audience about catching a cold whilst living in a
concentration camp. Her sister Betsie told her to pray and ask God for help – and
Corrie laughed! Betsie however prayed for God to give Corrie a handkerchief. A
simple, practical prayer. After she said ‘Amen’, a friend arrived and gave Corrie a
gift of a handkerchief. ‘How in the world did you know that I needed a
handkerchief?’ asked Corrie. Her friend replied, ‘There was a voice in my heart who
said bring a handkerchief to Corrie Ten Boom.’ Corrie continued, ‘Can you
understand what a handkerchief tells you in such a moment? That there is a Father
in heaven who hears it when on a very small planet, the earth, one of his children
prays for an impossible small thing, for a hankie, and that Father in heaven tells one
of his other children – give a handkerchief to Corrie Ten Boom. That is the
foolishness of God. But the foolishness of God is the greatest wisdom and I’ve
learned so much by that handkerchief.’ *
Martin Soar
*Search ‘Effectual Fervent Prayer – Corrie Ten Boom ’on YouTube

BOBBIE’S RECIPES
While we are unable to put a new recipe from Bobby this month, here is a
favourite from a few years ago for a tasty quick meal and then a tea time treat –
both very easy

CITRUS ROASTED CHICKEN
4 Tablespoons Marmalade
2 tablespoons of Oil
1 tablespoon Dijon Mustard (or any mustard)
1 clove garlic, peeled and crushed
1 level tablespoon of fresh grated ginger – or ground ginger
Salt and freshly ground back pepper
8-12 Chicken Thighs or Drumsticks
4-6 Clementines or Tangerines (if not available thinly sliced Orange)
1-2 tablespoons freshly chopped Parsley
Preheat Oven to 200c gas or gas mark 6
In a large bowl mix together the marmalade, oil, mustard, garlic, ginger and
seasoning
Slash the chicken skins diagonally 3 times on each thigh/drumstick.
Then add to the Marmalade mixture in a bowl and coat well.
Transfer to a large roasting tin and pour any remaining juices over them.
Thinly slice the Clementines or Tangerines or Orange and place over the Chicken
pieces and press some between the Chicken.
Cover the roasting tin with foil and place in the oven and bake for 20 minutes.
Remove the foil and bake for a further 30-40 minutes, basting occasionally until
the chicken starts to turn golden and the juices run clear when the flesh is pierced.
Remove from the oven and sprinkle with parsley before serving.

FLAPJACKS
4 oz Margarine ,
4 level tablespoons Golden Syrup
3 oz Granulated Sugar 8oz Rolled Oats
Set the oven to 160c Gas mark 3
Grease a square shallow tin about 7 ½ inches
Put the Margarine and Syrup in a pan over a low heat until the Margarine has
melted. Remove from the heat and stir thoroughly.
Turn the mixture into the prepared tin and cook in a moderate oven for 30-40
minutes until golden brown.
Leave in the pan to cook for 5 minutes, then cut into 12 bars. Place on a wire tray
to finish cooling. Tip: (Leave in the tin and whilst they are still warm cut into slices,
because if left until cold they will break into pieces , being too crisp to cut)

“I am with you always.....”
As we continue through this difficult, turbulent and
uncertain time, it seems that the end is not in sight.
We make our plans for the future, keep going day by
day, look out for one another and ourselves, but it can
seem as if we’re in a rut, in a groove, not of our doing, that we can’t get out of
easily.
We are encouraged to take a daily
Walk with me, oh my Lord,
exercise, to go for a short walk near our
Through the darkest night and brightest day
homes. It reminds me of the walk to
Be at my side, oh Lord,
Hold my hand and guide me on my way.
Emmaus, when the friends of Jesus were
in a situation, not dissimilar to our own.
Sometimes the road seems long,
They walked, and as they did Jesus
My energy is spent.
Then, Lord, I think of you
walked with them, though they were
And I am given strength
unaware it was him! They recognised him
Stones often bar my path,
only after he had left them, by the words
And there are times I fall,
he had spoken, the actions he had done
But you are always there
and his presence with them. It was only
To help me when I call.
afterwards that they realised he’d walked
Just as you calmed the wind
with them.
And walked upon the sea
So maybe your daily walk, either at home,
in the garden, or down the road, could be
an opportunity to have your own
Emmaus experience, recalling the
promise of Jesus “I am with you always..”.

Conquer, my living Lord
The storms that threaten me.
Help me to pierce the mists
That cloud my heart and mind,
So that I shall not fear
The steepest mountain-side.
Estelle White

I hope the words of this sometimes forgotten song will encourage you at this
time. May the conversations we have by phone, text, email, letter and card
enable us to remember we are not alone, but that we walk this road with our
Christian brothers and sisters who can be Christ to us, even when we are
sometimes unaware of it.
Grace and Peace,
Superintendent Minister of the Ashbourne Methodist Circuit

